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Number of Dead May Never Be
Truly Known as House Held
Many Transients.

Governor Higglns Will Take No Reported That Union Pacific and
Steps In Patrick Case Until FedRock Island Will Control the
eral Court Renders Decision.
Colorado and Southern.

Kansas City, Oct. 25. In the ruins
of the Commerce building in Kansas
City, KaB., destroyed by Are early today, there are unywhere from half a
dozen to thirty bodies, according to
the estimates given out this morning
by firemen who worked at the scene
all night. On the other hand, Assist
ant Fire Chief Llnd at 8 o'clock tnls
morning insisted that the dead will
not be over six. The actual loss of
thorlife may not he known until
ough search of the ruins has been
made. Probably not then, as it. Is be
lieved that many bodies were burned
to nshes.
The building was used as a tene
ment house, and contained 100 rooms,
holding between 200 and 30(1 persons
when the fire broke out at 12:30 this
morning.
Most of these composed
families, though many others were'
transient whose names are unknown.
The only person who knew the number of occupants is the janitor, and
ho Is missing. It Is believed that-h- e
if dead In the ruins.
Most of the transients cunie from
the railroad yards and were not registered, and it may be days before is
finally revealed the full extent o! the
catastrophe.
The known Injured are
twenty-five- ,
two or three of whom at
leust will die. Cause of the fire is
unknown.
The known dead are:
Infant of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Sparks.
JOHN LYNCH, driver of sand wag-

New York, Oct. 25. An attempt to
secure evidence from 1 nomas a.
Buckner, vice president of the New
York Lafe Insurance company, and
Ermund Randolph, treasurer of that
company, to be used In a legal action
to prevent the expenditure of tho
company' funds in the election ot its
directors, was Btayed by an order of
court today. Stephen Farrelly, candi
date for director on the International
policyholders' ticket, has obtained an
order for New Yrk Life and Its directors to show cause why they
should not be enjoined from using the
company's, funds for the purpose of
electing the administration ticket.
Buckner and Randolph retimed to be
sworn In this action yesterday, and
today they sectyed an order staying
the attempt to compel them to testify.
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Nature abhors such mongrel cross breeds as that of the Democratic Donkey and the discredited Elephant of the
local bolters. Such an abhorrent miscegenation the artist has shown in this picture. The astonishment of the common
people and the presence of the morning muddauber are true to life.

ROOSEVELTISM OR HEARSTISM

SECRETARY TAFT WILL

political movements a strong worth. It Is sounded from the housetops in the guise
In all boiling,
effort Is always made to excite sympathy by extravagant of 'reform" to play on the prejudice of the uninformedto
the republican Party and railroad a nondeclaims; to fill the voters' ears with din and clamor in script Pllt
aggregation of office hunters back to easy berths,
an effort to secure his prejudice rather than his sane,
I(g niothodg and ,tg pnncipIci, are rtirectly opposed
Judgment; to rob him of a setise of proportion not ar- - to those of President Roosevelt and the republican pnrty.
no-par- ty

j

gument to persuade him, but vituperation to take him
by storm.
This is the policy of Hearst; it is the policy of the
Morning Journal; it is the policy of the people's ticket.
It is ever the policy of those whose claims will not bear
of sober Inspection.
the lime-ligh- t
It Is being worked in Bernalillo county for all It is

.
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COURT TAKES

VISITED BY

HUNDRED

?iHil

laborer.
The missing are: Charles Car'in.
englneer for Nelson Morris Packing
fcnmpny, who was ill with typhoid
flever; Mrs. M. E. Grlgham and her
two children; Patrick McGuire; Geo.
Mullln; Ed. Wiuslow; Mrs. Ed. Win-sloand two daughters, and Mrs.
Eliza Harris.
The fatally injured are: J. F. Bran-- t
han, wagonmaker; unknown baby; W.
J. Merley, fireman; Robert Burton,
stonemason.
The negro janitor was found .this
morning. He said there- - were over
thirty families in the building, numbering over 100 persons. He admitted that there was a number of transients last night, but was unable to
say how many or to furnish the
names.

being a miniature reproduction of Its only prototype
the republican party's most dangerous enemy Hearst.
Do you stand for the support of disruption, cuestlonable methods, dishonest claims; or for the support
of the republican party? Are your sympathies with
"yellow" office hunting or with the president and ration' ,
al principles?
,
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FAIRBANKS TALKING
FOR RFPUBLICAN CAUSE
Topeka. Kuns., Oct. ij. In furtherance of (he republican campaign in
this stats-- . Mr. C. W. Fairbanks,
r
or the United Stales,
two addresses today before
Mry latfi.' audiences. The
hearilly received. .Mi. S l
t'niuiiiier,
if the republican
tattf letilial em. unmet and Con-:. Campbell al.--o
siol;e.
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If Theodore Rocsevelt should express his views on the political
situation in New Mexico at this time, what would he suggest?
THIS: That you stand first, last and always for republican
principles.
That you cast your ballot to uphold the republican party.
That local issue, fusions and personal interests be subjected to
the broader intrrts of the territory and the necessities of the
party.
That you uphold your representative to congress and encourage
New Mexico's friends and the champions of statehood in the senate
and house.
That you be a republican above the claims of prejudice and selfish bickering, and coalition with democrats.
That something besides unfounded claims and irreconcilable
methods be necessary to tempt you to desert the party which has
made the Uninted States a world-facto- r
in the last decade, as well
as the most prosperous nation on the face of the earth.

officii dais a military race was scheduled for each day of the meeting. The
Ethan Allen military steeplechase is
"leu to horses owned and riikn by
officials iu the United States army,

cadets of the military academy and
active members of Squadron a New
York, Squadron C, Brooklyn, Squadron
A. Baltimore, and the first Philadelphia troop.
Distance two miles,
wtlgbt io5 pounds. The grand military steeplechase with n cup and
puree added by Perry Belmont, at two
iiiueB ana a nan. weight for age, will
be run on the second day and on the
last day the army steeplechase, two
miles selling, to be run in regimental
eolors. will take place.
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ARMY OFFICERS INTERESTED
IN CROSS COUNTRY RIDING
Washington, Oct. 2.1. At the National Steeplechase and Hunt Association annual fall races which commenced !iere today in addition to a
program of cross country races to
bring out the best of the hunters,
military ra es will be the features
of the three days sport The interest
: army officers and of .war department off'cieials has been aroused and

with

HIG0IN8 TO TAKE NO

ACTION FOR PATRICK
New iork. Oct. VS. It Is announc
ed thai Governor Higglns will take no
PRESIDENT APPROVES
further action In the case of Albert
THE FRANTZ REPORT Patrick, convicted of the murder of
Millionaire Rice, either by hearings, appointment of medical commisWashington. D. C. Oct. 25. Secre- sion or anything else, until the feder
tary Taft, at the request of Senator al court haa rendered Its flival de
Warren of Wyoming will deliver a cision.
speech a. Cheyenne on Monday, November 5.
MEMORIAL TEMPLE IS

"

conference

Bryan Begins His Hurried
Campaign Trip Through
the 5tate o( Ohio.

DEDICATED

CONFEDERATE VETERANS
TENDERED A RECEPTION
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 25. The old
veterans who fought with I.ee, Jackson,
Longstreet, Beauregard. Albert
Sydney and otUers who met in this
lty rod ay had a right royal reception
Th.-business session of the organizations who prepared the reception for
veterans were held in the auditorium
of the city hall which was suitably
decorated for the occasion
There
were upwards of 2,000 persons present.
There was a reception of the
veterans at the home of General
commander of the
department, and another at
he Elks club. At the confederates
Major General Van Zanat,
Fort Worth, pn sided. It Is probaLle
"hat very few more s.ate gatherings
of the. survivors of the lost cause will
be hi Id owing to great depletion in
the veterans ranks. The few that
now remain have passed over the
meridian, and are going down the
shadowy hill of lifes pathway. In a
tew years more a confederate soldier
will only be a memory, but one that
was promised to be kept green and
hallowed by the loyal sons and daughters of their fathers at today's convention.
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TEXAS COURTS ONLY
SOLAR TIME IS LEGAL
Austin, Texas, Oct. 25. The state
supreme court yesterJay rendered a
decision that solar and not standard
or railroad time must govern legal
proceedings. The tase involved a
valuable tract of land. The Jury hnd
brought In Its verdict three minutes
past midnight, standard time, or fif
teen minutes before midnight by solar
time. The trial Judge held that the
term of court expired at midnight,
standard time and refused to enter
Judgment.? The supreme court ordered the entering of Judgment on the
ground that solar time governs thej
courts.
IN
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ONE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

PAYS

ITS

LOSSES

'

San Francisco. Oct. 2.'.
Archibald
Mcllway, United States manager of
i he
London & l.aucashlre Iusurance
company, announces that with the exception of $7o).(nto, a ,),(, s,
of
his company. jtiumut;ng to 9,50o,(mhi.
In en paid, and that practically
ihe entire losses will be seltlU within
a few weeks. Mcllway said:
"San Francisco us it U today Is a
very different city from what it ap
0--

hi-v- e

CHAUFFEURS GO OUT Of.
ONE 6IG

STRIKE

New York, Oct. 25. Three hundred
cha interns employed by the New York
Transportation companv, which operates 35it public electr c cabs, went on
a strike today for aa Increase in
wages. A
man who at-

1

wo

arrests.

MOFFAT

ROAD BUILDING
ON TO SALT LAKE
Denver, Colo., Oct. 25. The pro-

prietors of die Penver Northwestern
ct I'uclflc today commenced the construction of its extension to Salt l.ake
City. It is expected that the line will
be built to Steamboat
Springs by
April, next, and from this point to
Salt Lake City is about 300 miles.
The extension Is estimated to cost
$S,'iM,initi. exclusive of $4.1)00, mm for
Money Market.
New York, Oct. '.'5. Money on call equipment, and when it is finished the
line between iHnver and Salt l.ake
firm, ?,fj 4 Hj. Crime mercantile paper, wi.'l be
len hours less than tt Is now
Crfi
C'.t
7
S.
SiH er.
bv tin- - 'lenver
'm Grande.
peared to me when I was here two or
tiirte months since. The spirit of enterprise cjti be seen on every nand.
To the continuance of this spirit will
be due the rehabilitation of this gteat
onM city."

PRESIDENT ACCEPTS VINDICATION OF GOV. FRANTZ
Washington, D. C, Oct. 25. (The
president haB received the report of
the committee recently sent to Oklahoma to investigate the charges preferred ugainst Gov. Frantr of ahat
territory. The report completely exonerates the governor and will be approved by the president.

GREAT SHAKE UP OF THE
POLICE CAPTAINS

AT CHICAGO

Chicago, Oct. 25. The ceremonies
attending the dedication of the Illinois
Memorial Temple, commenced today.
It is estimated that 20,000 people were
present. The memorial temple Is
constructed of marble after the Ionic
stylo of architecture.
Surmounting
the portico Is a huge bronze eagle
while under this and dlrectlv above
the door three figures symbolic of
peace look down. The whole strue
ture overlooks that portion of the
Mississippi once thickly dotted with
the gunboats of Farragut and Porter.
Georgia marble has been used in the
building which also contains busts, in
relief, of Lincoln, Grant and Richard
Yates, the war governor. The interior
of the building Is semicircular.
The
eagle was designed by Fred Hlbbard
of the art institution, the allegorical
group was cut by Charles Mllligan of
Chicago. The memorial building and
the regimental monuments of which
together with
there are seventy-nin- e
eighty-siregimental markers showing the maneuvers of the Illinois
troops cost the state $260,000. At the
opening ceremony the governor of Illinois, Loulsanna and Mississippi
delivered addresses.
x

New York. Oct. 25. Probably the
most sensatlmril hake-uwhicli the
New York police department ever experienced will go into effect tomorrow
morning, when every captain except
one in the five burroughs, will
be
transferred by order of Commissioner
Hlnghatu.
changes
The
will be made
"for good of service," the commissioner announced today. The one captain
le.'t undisturbcvl
la Cat tuln Schlott-nian- .
who commands
the tenderloin
pi.cinct. There lire elsihty-fivpolice captains In Greater New York.

AUG

BOTH

THE SICK

AND THE DEAD
Home, Oct. 25. Dr. Lapponi this
liioniiiig tumid lie Cope's condition
improved.
The swelling In his foot
has almost disappeared, pains have
ceaseii and the temperature is normal.

Newspaper Man Passes
Sam a Ana. Calif., Oct.
W Mack, for many years
per work throughout the

Away.
25.

SWITCHMEN ON POINT OF
STRIKE IN CHICAGO YARDS
Chicago, Oct. 25. .Strengthened by
the promised support of engineers and
firemen, one branch of the switchmen
employed in the Chicago railroad
yards will go before the officials ot
the various roads today to make final
demands for higher wages and shorter hours. The time limitation within
which the switchmen have declared
they will Insist upo mm answer to
their petition expires at noon, and
while strike action may not follow an
adverse reply, such development will
render the situation serious.
BOOKS OF TERMINAL CO.
MUST GO TO COMMITTEE
St. Louts, Oct. 25. In the United

States circuit court today Judge
decided that Robert M.
Frazer, chairman of the eastbound
freight committee, muBt produce bj.
fore Special Commissioner-- ' Rorabeatl
the records of thq Coh7tuMe wanted
by the gover;,
, the OU8ter pro- c!insrs against the Terminal Railroad association. , Franer recently wa.
constructively 'placed under. arrest for
refusing to produce tle records.
SANTA

FEDIRCCT0R8

ARE
TODAV
Topeka, Oct. 25. All the old directors were
at the annual
meetln got stockholders of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad,
held at the general offices at noon today.
There was no opposition and
the block of a half million shares,
supposed to be controlled by the
Standard Oil interests, was voted oy
President E. P. Ripley. No attempt
was apparent on the part of Harri-nia- n
or any other Interests to secure
a special representation on the board.
Immediately after the meeting of the
stockholders the board of directors
met and annroved h aotlnn nf ihn
executive committee in Its extensions
ana purcnaso of additional lines.
REDUCED FARES MADE
FOR INDIANA
25.-r-T-

GALES ARE REPORTED ON
THE GREAT LAKES
wl-Detroit, Mlcb., Oct. 25. Gales are
reported on all the ureal IhU.u
and vesselmen fear that a loss of life'
S. anu snips may be reported (is ths

tia

V. P. AND THE R. I.
WILL CONTROL C.
New York, Oct. 25. The Tribune
says that It Is a current report in the
financial district that the control of
the Colorado & Southern will soon

t

NOV. 1.

Indianapolis, Oct.
he
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad
company has announced that beginning November 1 a straight fare of
2V4 cents will be charged In
Indiana.
THOUSANDS OF TONS ARE
PRECIPITATED ON TRACK
Colorado Springs, Oct. 25. Several
thousand tons of rock and dirt crashed down on the tracks of the Colorado
Springs & Cripple Creek District railway at DuffielH la at nleht onrf
ihu
traffic on that line has been complete
up.
ly neu
it will require two or
three days to repair the damage done
and remove the rock.

POLITICIANS BACK
pass to the Union Pacific and the
Kock Island, which will hold it jointly us they hold the Chicago & Alton.
FROM EAS VEGAS
There have been frequent rumors of
Hock
the
Island's control of the Colorado & Southern, but the s'ory of the
i
it 4 4 '4 '4 4' 4 4
4
Joint control has not previously been 4 4 4 is
Hon.
W. H. Andrews, the reheard.
ft' publican candidate
for delegate
to congress, and Hon. H. O. Bur-SCHWAG WILL VISIT HIS
sum, the chairman of the terrl- MINING PROPERTIES
toriul republican central comniit-- 4
New
Oct.
25. Chas.
York.
M.
tee, who attended th big con-- 4
Schwab, president of the Bethleham
vent Ion and ratification meeting
steel corporation, started today on an
of San Miguel county republisextended western trip to visit the
mining properties In which he is In- h cans at East Las Vegas Tuesday
and Wednesday, returned to the
terested in Nevada, Including the
city on the delayed No. 7 early
mines In tlie Tonopah and Ooldfleld
Importance Is attached to 4 this morning.
districts.
"The convention was held in
Mr. Schwab's trip as it is expected
extensive purchases will be made to 4 Ihe court house in Las Vegaa."
said Mr. Andrews, "Tuesday.
enlarge the Schwab property In
lasting far Into tha night, and it
was the largest gathering of
ULTRA-FASpublicans ever held in San Mi
ION ABLE
guel county. An exceptionally
WEDDING AT PROVIDENCE
Providence, It. I.. Oct. 25. In St. ft strong ticket was named for leg- Stephens Episcopal church here toisiative and county offices, and I
day took place the marriage of Miss ft urn confident that that county
Hope Shepley. daughter of Col. Geo. ft will roll up the largest reuubll- U. Shepley, and Henry Hoi lent er, of 4 can majority in its history on
New York. The marriage was one of ft November 6."
"Ivast night,"
the fashionable events of the season. ft
continued
Mr.
ft Andrews, "tho big rally was held
LLOYD C. GRISCOM MAY
ft in Duncan's opera house In East
GO TO 8T. PETERSBURG ft
Vegas, and an Immense
Washington, Oct. 25. It has been ft crowd attended. Speeches were
stated In high official circles that ft made by Mr. Uursum, Col. G. W.
Mr. Lloyd C. Grlsc-oft Pilchard
will be apand J. C. Carrera, the
pointed 'ambassador to St. Petersburg ft latter gentleman a well known
when Ambassador Meyer enters tne ft minl.ig man of Dona Ana eoun-f- t
ty. and I made a few remarks
cabinet. It is quite possible, that Mr.
Meyer will not enter tho cabinet until ft It was a grand ratification meet- Secretary Shaw quils In February a'lil ft ing, aud the proceedings were
It is not ye! announced what pes' Mr.
ft Harmonious throughout."

tt

4

non-uni-

tempted to take out one of the electric
cabs from the ga.age, was set upon
by a crowd of strikers and dragged
from hi seat. He was being roughly
handled when he drew a revolver and
fired into the crowd. No one was hit.
Ttie police charged 'he crowd itnd
ir.Hde

W ICU
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4
4
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If William Randolph Hearst
should speak in Albuquerque tomorrow what would he advise?
THIS: To vote the people'
ticket.
To cast your ballot for disruption, dissolution, anarchy.
To assist the democrats
In
their endeavor to secure an entering wedge Into county affairs.
Daily agitation,
mud slinging,
falsification, yellow journalism.
Anything and everything
to
weaken republican
majorities,
any methods to get the offices;
any misrepresentation to secure
votes. 8creheads, juggled figures, slander.
He would endorse the Morning
Journal as a "yellow," he would
tell you that its methods are
those he has used to incite unrest and anarchy in the larger
cities.
His parting admonition would
be to vote the people's ticket.
'V V
'4
4 4 4 4 4 '4 4

BRYAN BEGAN TODAY
CAMPAIGNING IN OHIO
Montpelier, Ohio. Oct. 25. Wm. J.
Bryan bfgan his campaign of speech-makin- g
in Ohio here today.

Chicago, Oct. 25. A defective rail
was responsible for a collision oC
street cars In which seven persona
were seriously injured last night
Two may die. They are Charles Sted-m- an
and Mrs. Hth?l McDowell. The
bad rail was on the southbound track
of the Ashland avenue line at Thirty-nint- h
street. It caused the car on
that track to collide with the car going In the opposite direction. -

Frank

in newspa-

east, and
foimerly superintendent of the eastern division of the Associated Cress,
died here last night of consumption,
af i i, a lingering illness.
WILL DRIVE THE UTES BACK
TO THE RESERVATION
Gov.
New Castle, Wyo., Oct. 25.
Hrooks has left here with troops 10

drive the I'te Indians back to their
The Indians are the
reservations.
larger part of a band which encamped
near Douglas a few weeks ago, numbering five or six hundred. A few of
them returned to I)otiglas with the Indian aKent but the others could not
be piii'snaiied to turn back and started
for the Hlack Hills country stopping
near here on their way. Governor
Hrooks ilois not expect any great
the red men back.
trouble !n

McVel

will get.
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ft

ft

ft
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and during her stav visited. In poni-pawith her sister. San Francisco
and also the Grand Canyon of
In both of which she was great-lrrtllMiet Dally mi Weekly by
interested.
The Citizen Publishing Company During fair time In Wnslow, Arlf...
last work. Miss Ella and Miss Lizzie
at Pmtnfftc for tmnftmtwitfm through th Tarr were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
nil a Mrond cUms matter.
Milo Thompson, who saw to it that
nothing in the way of pleasure or
The
sightseeing was overlooked.
to Manuelito
Misses Tarr returned
LABEL
UNION
only yeslerday morning to find that
the first snow of the Beason had preceded them and shows no Immediate
Official Paper of Itarnalillo Cotinfy Intention of ceasing.
nd City of Albuquerque.
The frosts have completely killed
the flowers, which were our pride, itnd
AaaacirM Preaa Afternoon Dicpatchca.
are
even the late chrysanthemums
larger! City an. County Circulation,
dropping their leaves with the rest of
Th Larreat Nn Mexico Circulation.
lara-w-l
the vegetation.
Northern Arizona Circulation.
Stinson Tarr spent the 19th sightseeing In Oallup and reported a pleasTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
So. Oft
In advance
faH by mall. on.
ant time.
M
TNtily by mart. pr month ..
of Oallup
Mr. and Mis. Al.lrleh
Weakly by mail, on rar
l.W
spent a day In Manuelito quite reDmlly by Carrier, 60c per month cently, and are expected again this
ny

THE EVENING

CITIZEN

CITIZEN.

EVENING

THURSDAY. OCTOBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Art-Bon- n.

y

Tmi Enmmo

Cmrm

will be delivered in the

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
gencompetent
girl
for
WANTED
eral house work. Apply Mrs. O. L.
Rrooks, yu3 West Copper avenue.
for two On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
board
WTOTBlJtarilt
young men. No invalids. Address Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE) RENo. 20 Citizen office.
SY'AS'tLD Help furnished and em- CEIPTS, as low aa $10 and as high as
ployment of nil kinds secured zuu. ixans are ouicKiy made and
One month
promptly. Calf on, write or phone trlctly private. Time:
one year given. Goods remain in
Colburn's Kmployment agency. 109 to
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270 your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowGentlemen's cecond-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street, ing. THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
south of viaduct. Senu address and Steamship tickets to and from all
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
parts or the world.
WAN TElT'lood solicitor. Call foreRooms 8 and 4, Grant BIdg.
noons. Dr. McCormick, G22V& West
315 West Railroad Ave.
Railroad avtnue.
PRIVATE OFF1CE3.
clothing
salesWANTED "Position as
Open Evenings.
man.
Address
man by exptrienced
W. L. Brown. Pen. Del.
clerk, must
A competent
WANTkI
speak KnKlish and Spanish and
Correscome well recommended.
pond wiih Simon Neustadt, Los
Lunag
Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
"v ANTED
this week.
ra!Tandwirer6'lakentwo
nice furnished rooms, all modern,
for light housekeeping; or two men
Mrs. Also
to room and board. InquireBroad-wayhouse, close in, lowlands,
.
II. E. Rutherford, 617 South
for $2700.00.
WANTED Salesman, experienced In
any line to sell general trade In
New Mexico. An unexcelled specialty proposition; to fill vacancy November 1, for the balaace of this
110 West Gold Ave.
year and 1907. Commissions with
35 weekly.
The Continental Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
WANTED.

A

The Attention
of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,

by

drug store.

We hold their patronage

week.
Mr. Aldrich, Jr., and his uncle. Mr.

MONEY to LOAN

lt.0NTEZir.3A TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

INTEREST

bO

TWO LOTS

Highland

Pharmacy

tifis.1

NEW MEXICO

m

Capitol

By supplying them promptly, acCnimm. are improving and repairing
curately, and at a fair price,
I
the trading store at this place.
with the best of everything in
Jkdrertl&Ing Rates Made Inown on Application
Mr. V. Walsh, who for the past
our line.
two years has held the position of
ribaiii llwa a win eanfer a favor by notifying- ua clerk In Mr. Aldrich's store, started
immediately ati any
of the paper.
for Pennsylvania last week, where his
All lettoia and remittance should be addrpR!ed to
mother's old home has always been.
Tnm GmutM Plui.ichino Company. Drnf'a,
expects to
cheeks, poetofflce and expreea money ordoni
Mr. Cole of Wingate
payable
to tha arder of the take charge
aaaat be anade
of Aldrich & Dodge's
branch store at Round Hock, ninety
OUR TtLtf MONII:
lies from here, and is now awaiting
'
1
I
Colorado
Automatic 83
he return of the teams which have
been hauling freight between the two
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
REPUBLICAN TICKET stores all summer.
TERRITORIAL
The regular teacher in Tarr's uni
versity being absent the latter part of
last week, a temporary substitute in SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Mrs. Tarr was found that the school
BACON & BASHINSKY
should not be closed during the reguFOR RENT.
lar teach.rfs absence while sight- Full Set of Teeth
FOR R EN T Three- - room furnished
$0
seeing.
Gold Crowns
REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
John street.
50c
Painless Extracting
205
Auto Phone 678
West Gold
OF
SAN
DEMOCRATS
nouse, furFOR RENT "Tour-rooALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR- nished. Inquire at 234 North Wal-te- r
ANTEED.
street.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MIGUEL MB DONA ANA
FOR KENT Pleasant
front rooms.
Modern hotise; private board In con
nection, 124 South Edith street.
LAWYERS.
For Delegate to Congress
NAME
CANDIDATES FOR THE
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
VARIOUS COUNTY OFFICES.
Ira M. Bond.
nished rooms for housekeeping. 524
of Bernalillo County.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
West Railroad avenue.
cottage, fur N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
The headquarters of the democrat
B. F. COPP.
FOR RENT Four-roocopyrights, caveats,
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten lands, patents,
ic territorial central committee, lo ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
minutes' walk from street car line. letter patents, trade .marks, claims.
cated In the Grant building, have re
For Council
R. W. D. Bryan.
ceived the following list of candidates
NOTICE FO.-- t PUBLICATION.
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room,
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
nominated by the democrats of ban
bed room and store room. $15 per que,
N. M. Office, First National
Miguel county:
Department of the Interior, Land Of
month, at the Minneapolis House,
For Representatives
Bank building.
For territorial council Eduaruo
Albuquerque, N. M.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
Martinez. Fernando Baca.
E. W. Dobso.i.
1906.
FOR RENTPleasant airy, well-- fur
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
For legislative representative John
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. CromNotice Is hereby given that Juan
rooms,
improvenished
modern
with
B. Quintana, Doratlo Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
. Martin, Juan
ments. Apply at store, 522 East well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
For County Commissioners
Romero.
filed notice of fals intention to make
Marquette avenue, corner of north
8EVER0 SANCHEZ
DENTISTS.'
County commissioners First
r
proof In support of
final
Broadway.
J. B. MAYO
E. C. de Baca; third district, his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
in Far
FOR RENT Apartments
Samuel Pate.
6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
Dental Surgeon.
For Probate Judge
View terrace, eight rooms each;
M. Romero.
Judge
Juan
Probate
Rooms
15 and 16. Grant block, over
14 SW
section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
I8IDRO SANDOVAL
steam heated, and ell other modern
Sheriff A. A. Maloney.
8,
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
and
Section 5, Lots 1 and 5, Section
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19, the
and collector W. B. Lot
Treasurer
Both
'phones. Appointments made by
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
For Probate Clerk
Block.
Grant
Bunker.
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
mail.
NESTOR MONTOYA.
y
Probate clerk Tomas A. Medina.
made before the Probate Clerk at Ber FOR RENT A six room
Edmund J. Alger, D, D. S.
brick house, corner of Seventh
Assessor J. Ramon Uliliarrl.
nalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
No. 306 Rallrohd avenue.
Office
For Sheriff
An
Inquire
superintendent
avenue.
Prof.
street
TIJeras
School
and
He names the following witnesses to
9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:30
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
at Lommorl & Mattencci, 624 West hours,
tonio Lucero.
prove his continuous residence upon,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Ap
convention A. A. and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Constitutional
TIJeras avenue.
pointments made by mall.
'
For Assessor
W. J. Lucas,
Baca,
Flladelfo
Jones,
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.; FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
PHYSICIANS.
Juan Enclas, W. G. Haydon, E. v. Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placltas. N.
houses and flats for housekeeping,
Delgado.
Long,
Sostenes
M
Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
also ranch. Will take parties to
Collector
For Treasurer and
DR. R. L. HUST.
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placltas,
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
C. ED. NEWCOMER
Office,
N. T. Armijo BIdg.
Dona Ana County Democrats.
JN. M.
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
Tuberculosis treated with High
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The democrats of the above county
For County School Superintendent
Frequency
'OR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Electrical
Current and
Register. ,
met at las Cruces yesterday and
,
J. A. MILLER
$1.25o $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c Germicide. Treatments given each
o
nominated a full ticket of candidates
p.
day
8
m.
4
a.
m.. Trained
from
to
per night. Also rooms for light
Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
for county offices, as follows:
For Surveyor
'phones,
nurse
in attendance.
Both
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
The
dressing
antiseptic
By
applying
an
For sheriff James w. Isaacs.
DON J. RANKIN
624 South Second
House,
street,
UNDERTAKER.
Into wounds, bruises, burns and like
Probate Judge Felipe Lopez.
Albuquerque, N. M,
juries before Inflammation sets in,
Prolate clerk Albino Freitze.
Auto. 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
For Constitutional Convention
Superintendent of schools Elias E. they may be healed without maturaDelegates
rOR SALE.
A. BORDERS.
the time
tion and In about
Day.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
SALE Gleckler's farm, the best Commercial Club Building. Black
required by the old treatment This FOR
Assessor Florenclo Luna.
M. E. HICKEY
,
and White Hearse, $5,
Chas,
In Bernalillo county.
farm
Treasurer and collector W. F. Ja is the greatest discovery and triumph
T. N. WILKERSON
E. Oleckler.
ARCHITECTS.
surgery.
of modern
Chamberlains
cob y.
T. C. GUTIERREZ
SALE Elegant Knabe piano
Pain Balm acts on this same princi- FOR
Commissioner John Chandler.
E. W. DOBSON
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Call 512 South Broadway.
Delegates to constitutional conven ple. It Is an antiseptic and when apcarpets Building. Albuquerque, N. M. Both
Furniture,
SALE
tion Nestor Arniijo, J. M. Hay, Os plied to such injuries, causes them to FOR
stoves, chickens. Inquire 313 S. Arno 'hones.
car C. Snow.
heal very quickly. It also allays the
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo,
the demo pain and soreness and prevents any FOR SALE Fire wood at the Su
perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co,
cratic candidate for delegate to con danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
J. R. Farwell.
gress, was present and addressed the bottle of Pain Balm in your home FOR SALE Ixits 3 and 4, block 20"
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
convention. He also made a speech and it will save, you time and money,
Eastern addition; level, no water
at Mesilla. to a large crowd of the na- not to mention the Inconvenience and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
courses, wind break to east. In
tive people, In the Spanish language, suffering such Injuries
entail. For
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
sale bv all dni2!?ta.
Broadway.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
ARIZONA WOMAN WHO
very
FOR
Two
desir
or
SALE
four
Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
KILLED HUSBAND ACQUITTED
able lots in the Grant tract. Cheap,
Mrs. Kate Sauvage, Indicted by the
RODERICK STOVt-t- , E. E.
monthly
Easy
pay
or
terms
Ofsmall
grand jury of Cochise county and Department of the Interior, Land
M.,
ments.
Inquire
or
M.
address
22.
Sept.
fice at San'a Fe, N. M.,
tried in Nogales, Ariz., the case being
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Citizen otfice.
1906.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
taken there on a change of venue,
FOR SALE General
merchandise Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
was acquitted of the charge of mur- William
hereby
given
Notice
that
is
business on the EI Paso and South- 906 West Railroad avenue. Autoedrlng her husband.
The Sauvage G. Tight
Albuquerque, N. M.. has
western In eastern New Mexico, matic 'phone, 179.
case has been on the criminal docket filed noticeof of his intention to make
Have Failed to Locate Bandits of Cochise county for more than final commutation proof in support of stock i5,uuo to 20.uoo. Fine op
MUSIC LESSONS.
portunity for right party. Can ex
yeilr and has been postponed from his claim, viz: Homestead Entry no.
plain good reason for selling. Lo
Who Looted Carbo. but Are time to
time, finally being taken to 9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
cality healthiest in Js'ew Mexico. Ad gives
Santa Cruz county on a change of
lessons on the violin and man10
N.
T.p.
23.
Working on the Case.
dress inquiries to this paper.
venue. In Iiisbee the sentiment of Range Section
dolin. 'Guaranteed to be the best
3 E, and that said proof will
the community was that deliberate be made before the Probate Clerk, at FOR SALE The Minneapolis house, teacher in Albuquerque. Any one de44 rooms, all furnished; income $150 siring lessous address general delivplans had been laid to murder San
per month; must be sold; parties ery, city.
Are the bandits who held up the vage, and lu the event that the wife Albuquerque, N, M., on November 6,
1906.
going away. Price $3,500 for lot
o
little town of Carbo heading In the missed her aim that Amos Stone, who
names the following witnesses to
He
building and furniture; best paying
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
direction of the International border, was stationed across me canyon, as prove his continuous residence upon,
i:ropeiiy in Albuquerque. Call or
husband walked up the path, was iand cultivation of. the land, viz:
or have they after several days head the
address C. 1). Ward, Minneapolis Department of the Interior, United
open fire with a ride. Mrs. Sau-to
M.
Charles
Hodgln,
Angell,
E.
F.
C.
States Land Office. Small Holding
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
ed back toward the scene of their vage fired from a window In her house Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Aluu
Claim No. 2999.
robbery, doubling on their tracks to with a shotgun loaded with buckshot
FUR SALE Ranch.
Ed. It. Kelley
querque,
N.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 19, 1906.
throw off the sleuths now on their and the entire shot hit her husband
and suns having sold all their stock
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice is hereby given that the follotmil? asks the BlHbee Miner. This in the top of the head. The theory,
are now offering their fine stock wing-named
Register.
claimant has filed notice
is the question which is now troub- of the defense was that Sauvage was
ranch for sale. It Is the best im
nis intention to make final proof in
ling the minds of officers on both a cruel husband and
proved ranch In the country.
Has of
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors. No.
for a
reached
sides of the line.
two good wells, one of them has support of his claim under sections
preIn his pocket, with which 209 West Railroad avenue. Is
When last heard from the men were he meant to do bodily harm to his pared to give thorough scalp treatwindmill and surface tank. It is an lti and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
Souora, wife at the
Uoacachl,
passing through
ideal sheep range. Postoftlce, Datil, (26 Stats., 854.), us amended by the
corns,
fired. ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t
Sauvage
Mrs.
lime
of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
evidently headed toward the internaSocorro county, N. M. Ranch twen-'- act
Sho
Ingrowing
nails.
bunions
and
470). and that said proof will be made
tional border, but since that time no
How's ThlsT
miles west of Datil.
massage treatment and manicurgives
trace of them has been oUained, and Weanyoffer One Hundred Dollars Reward ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation FOR S A LE T h I r t y - a c re ranc h7q a r before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
rase of Catarrh that cannot be
for
5,
Albuquerque, N. M., on
although a vigilant watch has been cured
tiy HaP a
ter of mile north government In- lymi, via: Juan Garcia yDecember
atarrh Cure. if'. J. of complexion cream builds up the
Samora, of
kept for them, not a sign has been CHUNKY
c CO., Toledo. Ohio.
complexion,
Improves
skin
dian
the
and
good
two
school;
bearacres
,
Carpenter, N. M..
the Tracts 1, 2,
. j
v- ni-wis unuerniKiirn. nave Known r .
Been of the bandits on the border or
ing orchard with all kinds of fruit; 3 and 4, Section for
J. Cheney for the last 13 year, and Bua ,s 8arnieeu not 10 uo lujuwuu
19,
Township 11
on either side of the line.
neiieve him perfectly honorahie in ail one also orepares a nalr tonic mat
six acres cultivated ground and balNorth, Range 6 East.
As soon as the news of the success buMinexa tranaaetiom and
financially able cures end prevents dandruff and bair
seven-rooance
in
alfalfa.
Good
lie names the following witnesses
had reached this side of to curry out any ol.llKatlona marie t.y his fBnn,, niir.
ful hold-ullf in dead hair:
frame residence, barn and other to prove his actual continuous ad
WaldliiK.
Klnnan i Marvin.
the line Captain Thomas Uyiiuing of
superfluous
removes
WholeuulH iH'UKKixtx. Toledo, O.
and
outbuildings.
moles,
warts
particuFor
further
verse possession of said tract for
the Arizona rangers posted his men Hall's Catarrh t'ure la taken Internally, hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
lars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or ad- twenty years next preceding
the surall along the line from Naco to the
pile cure,
.'...Sr
cure
pimple
and
postofflce
and
dress
158,
city.
box.
vey
of
township,
Francisco,
the
viz:
Texas border, where the Texas off- sent true,
""
ue. per bottle. Sold by All ot tnejo preparations are iuij,j
Montez, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skin
PERSONA"..-""icials are prepared to give the baudits all JruKKlBts.
veeetab!
comoounda. Have. just ad- ner
. .
and Marcelino Crespin, all of Car
Take Hulls Family 11 a for conatln
a warm reception if they turn up.
SOUTHERN
are
GIRLS
the most
nea a viuraior mucniue iur iiwunom
N. M.
According to Sergeant Harry Hop- Hon,
beautiful In the world. Get next, penter,
u
of scalp, faco and cure ot wrinaieo.
person who desires to protest
Any
kins, from whom the above informaboys, and join our correspondence
A Citizen Want ad does tsa work, It is also used for rheumatism, pains
against
the allowance of said proof.
tion was obtained, while he was pass- Try one.
lull. Write us for particulars. The
and massage
or who knows of any substantial reaing through the city this morning on
Dixie club, P. O. box 156, Chatta-uoogson
under the laws and regulations
UU way to Tombstone to attend court,
Tenn.
of the interior department why such
the robbery was one of the boldest
oyer committed in Sonora. The banIs ti e joy of the household, for without THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE liroor should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
dits entered the town and, holding up
i' r.o happiness can le complete. How
COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
place
to
time
and
every one, took all the money and
to
Policyholders.
Notice
babe!
weet the picture of mother and
the witnesses of said claimant,
vautubles they could handle and rode
official statement, which may
Arueli smilo at and commend the heThe
away as boldly as they had come.
used as a ballot for voting by mail, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
mother
subulitted
the
thut
l.y claimant.
of
thought! and
having been sent to each policyholder
Officials of Sonoia were ImmediateMANUEL R. OTERO,
benthr.j ever the cradle. T';e ordeal through on October 11, any voter falling to
ly notified, and the pursuit was on,
Register.
receive the same in due course is rebut up to this time nothing of note
wnich the expectant mother must pass, howquested
name
his
send
address
to
has resulted.
and
ever, is so full of danger ar.d suffering that shi to i lie company.
Danger From the Plague.
New
City, in
There's grave danger from the
looks iorwjrd to the hour when she Miall teel order that a duplicate York
may be sent
plague of coughs and colds thut are
INTERESTING ITEMS
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear hi in.
you take Dr.
so prevalcuc unless
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of childThe season's event Stem's Silk Sale King's New Discovery for Consumpscientific
a
avoided
Friend,
he
entirely
use
the
tf Mother's
Mrs. Geo.
tion. Coughs and Colds.
Thursday and Friday.
FROM MANUELITO birth can
liniment for external use only, which, toughens and render pliable all
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living iu
the parti, anil assists natur in
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS climates
where coughs and colds pre
iy its aid
Speciul Correspondence.
its sublime work.
uv.rroma WvaUiih.. trrrtru vail.
Th
I find it quickly ends them.
It
.Manuelito, N. M.. Oct. 22. Marcla thousands of women hav
lu! it ami uuijaiiii,iiki rra.r vitfur
ud Lauili "puiii. t.r itn i,tiu-li- . prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
J ills, who has been visiting her sis"
tikis
in
per
parsed
great crisis
ii
1liy
"I.ll
riV gives wonderful relief In asthma and
Ut irlrln at w oumnlu,...i. Milium d
ter, Mrs. W. A. L. Tarr. of this city,
v .l!iim-iiut mil a. mitl bvtl) ho hay fever and makes
weak lung
for the past three months, started on fect safety and without pair.
fi,r muiiivii
bmiMll rt'im-ilCsiin-.strong enough to ward off consuuip
lu li;itm lilt, beSoeJ at 1 cc per bottle by drugn1
ber return trip to Wisconsin yesterCnr book
r.
O.lllt-I
r Ifct.
t4a tlon. coughs and colds. 50c anil $1.
day morning. She greatly appreciated
bv ni'tll. w,ld v
r
1.1 t riceleta value Ic all women a til
Ajar aa
-- ,.
MUT1 CHEMICAL JO -- i
Trial
Guaranteed by all druggists.
tha advantages which the west, par
FOR SALE BY - j ANN ft SON.
bottle free.
ticularly New Mexico, has to offer, BRAOriCLO teOULATOK CO., AHamtt, Cm

at Uw low rate of 20 rente per week, or fur
nij
cwnta ar month, when nald monthly.

25, 1906.

Surplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

- in nnr- r
-

ON

SAVINGS

in

i tbmiMi

n

i

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Emk

PORTERFIELD CO.

0)1

sin

DEPOSITS

mm,

Tmi

,n.1tl

Facilities.

(teLU19EG

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.06.

and

0)1

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. Presiuent; W. S. 8trlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W J
Johnson, . sat. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge. Solo-- '
mon ..una. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

$8

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA
FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
OFFICER

NEW MEXICO

AMD DIRCCTOItm

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
jH. F. RAYNOLDS

-

President

vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

dis-rlc- t,

five-yea-

U. at. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

1--

Depository for Atchison, Tepeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

two-stor-

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

6,

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

...

$100,000.00
22,000.00

'

Interest Paid on Time Deposits .
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of tha Wond

one-thir-

We Want Your

Banking Business

46-4-

BANDITS

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

HAVE

Barron.

PUZZLED THE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

OFFICERS

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

1

r

OV0OOC)Ot
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L. B, PUTNEY

I

l THE WHOLESALE

y

1873.

I

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

--

C

0

?
2

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

0
0

m

BABY'S

FARM AND FREIGHT. WAGONS

A

()

RAILROAD

.T.

e

Y.

BALLING.

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY,

SALE, FEED AND TRANS-

FER STABLES.
SPECIALTY. Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
We desire patronage and we guarBEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
antee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque. Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

WEDDING

CAKES

A

Rico Hotel and Barj
No. 111 North

First Street.

Thos p Keleher

'

lencioni, proprietors. Headquarters for Low Prices
liquors
wines,
and cigars, on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,

dinelli

.

&

j

-

A

S

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

V

.

6

BALDRIDGE

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

--

li--

M.

PAINT Covers more, I001.8 best wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNU PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

VOICE

it

C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

AVENUE.

From 10 Cents Ud. Lunches
Put up for Tr.v.ier..
Rooms By Day, Week or Month,

Meals

llru-ll-

J

,
i

nB'usnes ana
408

W,

1

jap-a-ia-

c.

Fsllresd Avum

1

5

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

'ALBUQUERQUE

25, 19M.

paot TMrr.

EVENING CITTZEtf.

PBTTTF

UY BEFORE

ADVAMCE

in

21

A Splendid Investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAMining Comnanv. of Tonopah,' Nevada. 100,000 Shares Par Value $1.00,' Fullvf naid and
'
able Offered at 10 Cents per Share.
N

"

X

Non-Asses- s-

M.

Property aird ILocaticm
THE

most notable facts of the Company are that it owns proven gold and silver bearing land; not only is the ore there, but
it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company owns the Gregory Group of five
Claims situated in the famous. MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT; both these Districts are the richest in the K ORLD. The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain
claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.

Mining' lias Built Many Great Fortunes
PROBABLY YOU DO NOT REALIZE HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE WHO ARE ENJOYING A REGULAR
NOTHING SO SURELY OFFERS LARGE RETURNS AS A GOOD MINING STOCK.
INCOME AS A RESULT FROM INVESTING IN MINING STOCKS. THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF THEM, AND THEY ARE LARGELY THOSE WHO BOUGHT THEIR STOCK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY
STOCKS OF MANY MINING COMPANIES HAVE ADVANCED
WAS FIRST OFFERED TO SECURE SHARES AT A LOW PRICE BEFORE THE COMPANY HAD BEGUN TO PAYVDI VIDEND8.
A
FROM
FEW CENTS A SHARE TO PRICES RANGING FROM $100 TO $1500 A SHARE IN VALUE, AND BESIDES HAVE PAID BACK TO THE INVE8TORS IN DIVIDENDS MANY HUNDRED TIMES WHAT
ON THE FIRST PRICE OF THE 8TOCK.
THEY FIRST INVESTED. MANY OF THE COMPANIES ARE PAYING FROM 100 PER CENT TO 1000 PER CENT IN DIVIDENDS
TO GRASP THIS OPPORMINING COMPANY AT 10 CENTS A SHARE MEANS SUCCESS TO YOU; AND THAT MEANS HOUSES, GOOD LIVING, TRAVEL,
TUNITY AND PURCHASE STOCK IN THE PITTSBURG-MANHATTAIF YOU DO NOT GRASP THIS OPPORTUITY AND SECURE A GOOD SHARE OF WEALTH YOU ARE LIKELY TO BE CLASSED AS
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL PRIVILEGES FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
A FAILURE. THE PROPOSITION IS IN THE HANDS OF MEN WHOSE ABILITY AND INTEGRITY CAN NOT BE QUESTIONED, AND THESE MEN PLEDGE THEMSELVES TOSEE THAT EACH AND
EVERY INVESTOR IN THE ENTERPRISE RECEIVES AN EQUAL DIVISION OF THE PROFITS. EXPERTS HAVE EXAMINED TH E PROPERTY AND IT IS THE UNIVERSAL OPINION THAT IT HAS A
N

WONDERFUL FUTURE

THE COMPANY IS ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEVADA. CAPITAL STOCK OF $1.000,000, DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE
SHARES ARE IN THE TREASURY WHICH WILL BE SOLD AS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENTS FROM TIME TO TME,

lO

OF

$1.00

EACH;

400,000

Cents Per Share, Cash or Installments

WE WANT TO IMPRESS UPON YOU THE FACT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH IN ORDER TO BECOME A SHAREHOLDER IN THIS SPLENDID COMPANY. THE PRICE OF SHARES
IS ONLY 10c, AND YOU CAN BUY AS FEW AS ONE HUNDRED (100), $10.00 WORTH. IF YOU ARE NOT IN A POSITION TO PAY CASH FOR ALL THE SHARES YOU DESIRE TO OWN WE WILL AC
CEPT A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN WITH THE ORDER, TH E, REMAINDER TO BE PAID IN FIVE MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS. SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO INVE8T $10.00 IN THIS COMPANY
SIMPLY
SEND US $2.50 WITH YOUR ORDER FOR 100 SHARES, AND THEREAFTER $1.50 PER MONTH FOR FIVE MONTHS, AND THE STOCK WILL BE PAID FOR. ITS VERY EASY ANYONE CAN ' AFFORD
TO DO THIS. ALMOST EVERY ONE HAS ENOUGH MONEY IN A YEAR TO BUY THEM AN INTEREST IN THIS COMPANY WHICH WOULD MAKE THEM INDEPENDENT FOR LIFE SEND IN YOUR
ORDER TO DAY. THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SHOW YOU JUST HOW MANY SHARES YOUR MONEY WILL BUY, THE AMOUNT YOU SEND IF YOU WANT TO PAY ALL CASH AND THE PLAN
'
'
PAYMENTS.
FOR MONTHLY
.

What Your Money Will Buy
VM

shares

$

10.00 cash

200 shares

20.00

shares

30.00

400 shares

40.00

shares
600 shares
800 shares
1.0IHJ
shares

50.00

100.00

2.000

shares

200.00

5,000

shares
shares

500.00

300

500

lO.OOit

60.00
80.00

1,000.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

$

MACKAY, MUNROE & CO.,

2.50 cash and $
5.00 cash and

1.50

per month for

5

months

3.00

per month for

6

morith9

5.00 cash and

5.00

5

5.00 cash and

7.00

10.00 cash and
10.00 cash and

8.00

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months

10.00

10.00 cash and
20.00 cash and

16.00

40.00 cash and

32.00

100.00 cash and

80.00

200.00 cash and

14.00

ItiO.OO

month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Gent,emen!
I

rzzzrmM--sjs-

-- wcs.s&.

.

.

hereby subscribe for

gharet

per share) of the Capital Stock of the
(par value $1.00 per share), for which find enclosed

(at

:

10c

PITTSBURG-MANHATTA-

Please issue stock

In

name of

Name

(In full)

MINING

COMPANY

of

:

r-- .

Street and No
City

or Town

"

State
In offering

this stock

we present it as a solid and safe investment,

their properties and the amount of rich ore seems
OF THIS STOCK

TO EVERY

so inexhaustible

that

not a speculation.
WE

RECOMMEND

Tonopah

$

,,..

Yours truly,
The resources of
THE PURCHASE

Signature
Put Name of Your Paper Along This Line

INVESTOR.

II

Officers and Directors!
ROBERT M. WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsjurg
E. G. MINARD (Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah)
T. THOMER (Tonopah)
E. B. CUSHMAN (Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonapah)
W. B. BARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah
Goldfield Railroad Co., Tonopah)

t

100,000 SHARES OF

President
Secretary
Vice-Preside-

Treasurer
. i

Director

THE ABOVE STOCK ARE NOW OFFERED FOR PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION AT

CENTS PER SHARE MAIL APPLICA
TION WITH REMITTANCE (CHECK, DRAFT, POSTOFFICE OR EXPRESS MONEY .ORDER) TODAY FOR THE NUMBER
OF SHARES YOU
DESIRE. CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER

ADDRESS

A

LL COMMUNICATIONS TO

MACKAY, MUNRO;
BANKERS AND BROKERS

JO

4

COMPANY
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES .WANTED EVERYWHERE
4-

1

-.
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8

Publlibed Dally and Weekly.

By

HOW THE ENGLISH LOOK
AT AFFAIRS IN AMERICA

8

The Citizen Publishing Company

OOOCKOOOOCKCKX0

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager- -

The Impressions of a great people oft n spring from
their Instincts, and the Instinct of Americans telia
them that the next election wlil probably be the commencement of a "parting of the ways." The Intense
Individualism of America, whlci Is fos erel ullke by
her freedom and her constitution, shows hImis of giving
way at one particular point. The people' ai large, unless we mistake the symptoms, have begun to dread the
growth of a new baronage, which threatens the cardinal
principles upon which the republic was built. As a consequence, partly of enormous prosperity, due to the unceasing Industry of "O.onn.niiu of men with wuom industry Is at once a duty and a pride, and partly of protecare becoming so
tion, individuals and corporations
wealthy that they threaten the very root conditions ot
the state. The Union Is built upon the equal freedom ot
its whole people to secure those cond.tlms of happiness
in which, as Americans believe, the old world Is deficient. An American, in his own Judgment, should enjoy
safety from oppression, sufficient material plenty in his
household and a free career- - that Is, a career not impeded by any artificial social conditions. The freedom
from oppression, as oppression Is understood In Kurope,
is still secured, the plenty is still enjoyed by all except
the residuum of the great cities, but the career is now
seen to be Impeded by aggregations of wealth In the
hands of Individuals and of corporations such as the
founders of the tepubllc would have considered Incredare pracible. The new baronage of
tically able to deny equality of opportunity to all who
oppose them, and often demand and secure illegal advantages of the most galling kind. If Crassua dreads
rivalry he can compel the mere citizen to quit business,
through rebates he can monopolize the use of the railroads, through "corners" that Is, monopolies he can
raise the price of everything except food almost at discretion, and lately, as we see In the Chicago scandals, he
has threatened for the sake of exaggerated profits even
tiie wholesomeness of necessary food. The people,
threfore. who were at first inclined to be proud of their
us of something that Kurope could
not rival, are growing angry with the kind of anger that
is reckless of consequences and which in the older
countries of the world produces bread riots. As yet the
first objects of popular antipathy are the great corporations, or, as they call them in America, trusts or syndicates, which, though they usually enrich very few, avert
by their character of companies the odium which would
accrue to individuals. So strong has this feeling grown
that the prospective candidates of the two historic parties have both declared war upon the combinations. Mr.
Roosevelt, the republican, or as the early founders
would have called him, the federalist, insists' that there
must be national control of all the trusts trading in
more than one tate; while Mr. Bryan, the democrat,
proclaims publicly his wish that all trusts be "extirpated." In other words, men wielding huge aggregations of wealth are declared to be in a sense public enlaws
emies, who must be prevented by anticipatory
from using their terrible weapons to the Injury of the
community, for It is clear, without argument, that you
can not restrain the action of the overwealthy syndicate
without restraining also the action of the
Individual. To the small trader who hopes to "get up"
that Is, who hopes for a free career It Is not matter
whether the obstacle to his hopes is called Mr. Kocke-rellor the Standard Oil trust.
If at the next election an Immense majority of the
people proclaim by their votes that this is their govern
ing impulse the change to be effected In the economic
legislation of the state must ultimately be very great.
In the first place, protection must go, or must at all
events be shorn of its present gigantic strength. Protection Is the great bulwark of the trusts, or let us say
the glacis which must be crossed before the citadel can
lie successfully attacked.
Mr. Bryan already perceives
this clearly, and makes In public the odd suggestion that
whenever a particular item In the tariff is plainly Injuring the community the president shall have power to
suspend or repeal it a gigantic Increase to the power
of the national executive, at which, we think, even Hamilton would have winced while Mr. Roosevelt, though
he does not advocate such a departure from precedent,
does admit that the tariff must be modified
by law, of
course wherever it Is clearly opposed 'to the interest
of the community. In tho second place it will be necessary to subject those who devise injurious "combines"
to penal legislation, probably 'to be enforced by commissions instead of juries, and thus make the formation
of monopolies as dangerous as the "regratiug" of bread
once was in Europe. And in tho third place, new laws
will be necessary to promote distribution as statutes of
secular mortmain. In Europe such laws are now nearly
universal in restriction of the church's Individualism,"
because, as a church can not die and does not waste, it
would otherwise gradually concentrate the whole property of the country In clerical hands. And with the
small American families nothing but a new system of
distribution at death can prevent gigantic accumulations. In the third generation a
minht
hold several hundred millions sterling and be master of
all means of communication in three or four states, even
if not of many of the lesser legislatures.
What the
of distribution is to bu we can not pretend t:
foresee, but that testators disposing of vast sums will
be restrained from bequeathing more than
a fixed
amount to Individual legatees we think exceedingly probable. Opinion in America already favors equal division
among tbe children at death, which may be called the
most natural system of devotion, and if that restriction
should prove ins'ilflcient a wider area of inheriting rela
tives may be included, or even the cost of national edu
cation may be partially provided out of those surplus
fortunes which, in a certain condition of opinion, would
Lonbe considered Inexpedient or perhaps oppressive.
don Spectator.

SOiME COURT FACTS.
half nan organ of the soreheads
The
nd office "seekers, which The Citizen pictures on It
first page today, says that the present Is the first full
term of court In ten years, but it docs not tell what n
full term of court la. Frobably It means a court at
which all the cases will be tried. How can that callow
writer know that all cases will be tried this court? The
fact Is that the court has reversed the usual custom by
trying civil cases first, and that already arrangements
are talked of by which a number of criminal cases, especially where the parties are out on ball, will be passed
over to the next term.
If the tender birdling happened to mean, provided
had any meaning at all, that this term of court will be
somewhat longer than were some of Its predecessors,
the question naturally arises, Why should it not be?
There Is more money to run It than there ever was before, an flit should therefore be held for a longer time.
Ijet us look at the figures for a moment.
The court fund In 1904 was $12,655.20. This was
The next
the last year of republican administration.
year was reform administration and the court rate was
increased to 6 mills and the court fund was $16. 5.10 C2.
This year, under the same grand, great and economic
administration the court fund Is $17,578.08. This Is about
$5,000 more than it was In 1904. Then, too, there is a
Ifrisoner feeding fund this year of $11,101.94, while there
was no such fun 1. In 1904. Will someone kindly arise
and tell the taxpaying public why there should not be a
longer term of court, when the people are paying so very
much more than they paid at any previous time? "Certainly there should be money enough to run a longer
term of court.
half-elepha-

TRUE REFORM PROPOSED
Mr. Gillett, the regular republican nominee for

Sv-c;rn-

or

of California, has announced himself strongly In
favor of the direct primary method of making nominations, and pledges himself that if elected he will do all
in his power as governor to secure such a law in California. The regular republican candidates in this county are pledged to the same line of effort and aeon, and
what la a great deal better, the republican convention of
Bernalillo county and the republican convention, of the
territory of New Mexico are both pledged by tnelr
to this same purpose.
Speaking of the primary election the ban Francisco
Chronicle Bays that "all that Is left, is to dispense with
conventions altogether and huve the people nominate
directly. That does put an end to logrolling and trading
of every kind. Thug far, no boss has ever been able to
beat the direct primary. "It Is unsafe to brag too soon,
but it is hard to see how they can ever beat it. It is
working satisfactorily In other states."
(Now, then, whom do the people desire to represent
them In the coming election for legislature and constitutional convention? Those who are In harmony with the
majority, and with them pledged to this greatest of all
political reforms, or those who will be in harmony with
neither party In neither the legislature nor In the convention, and who therefore can only be absolutely useless in securing political reform or anything else, for
that matter, which Bernalillo county may desire?
It Is a plain, common sense proposition, which any
man can see for himself, and which it should not rake
any one a moment to decide, provided he wants real reform and not the present bogus article of "reform for
4
"office only."
plat-form- a

POLITICS IN VALLEY
The New Mexican's correspondents in the counties
of Sandoval, Bernalillo, McKlnley, Valencia, Socorro,
Sierra and Dona Ana, unite In stating that in all these
named, the "yea" proposition on the statehood question
Delegate Andrews will rewill receive big majorities.
ceive big majorities in Sandoval, Bernalillo, McKlnley,
Valencia, Socorro and Dona Ana, and in the county ot
Sierra he will do better than be did two years ago.
In county affairs. It is. confidently expected by the
republican managers that the counties of Sandoval, McKlnley, Valencia, Socorro and Dona Ana will be carried
by the republican candidates by heavy majorities. In
Bernalillo county there is a very stiff fight but the
chances are in favor of the regular republican ticket, or
what the Albuquerque Fakir Journal designates '"the
Hubbell ticket."
Sierra has always been more or less In the democratic column but has elected republican candidates for
certain county offices quite often. This time the entire
republican ticket may lie elected, although Ibis Is only
expected and is not stated as a fact. Certainly In the
counties bordering on the Rio Grande and in McKlnley
tie republicans will be successful in this campaign, except probably in Sierra. New Mexican.
'

Tom Hubbell, when sherifT, says the nestling on the
morning paper, one one occasion drew out of the court
fund $5,005.87. If Sheriff Hubbell did that, either he
was entitled to that sum or he was entitled to only a
part of that gum or he W'as not entitled to any of it. If
he was entitled to it, It was his; and he did what any
other man would do take the pay for the Bervlce he had
performed. Hence, if there is any ground of complaint,
it Ilea not against Mr. Hubbell but against the law.
Every man la entitled to what he works for, and the law
said what Mr. Hubbell was to get for his services. If
Mr. Hubbell took or received one dollar, which the law
did not say was his legal due, then he was open to prosecution, and tbe great, grand and ouly pure, economic
an reform administration, with its prosecuting attorney
who, in the cause of economy and reform, would rattier
prosecute
cases than to eat these forces
county
a't.ir-iieadministration
and district
had ample means for the trial and conviction ot
Tom Hubbell. As they did not do so, the conclusion is
inevitable that Sheriff Hubbell was entitled to Hie
rem-blne-

y,

$5,005.87.

The facts and figures with which The Citizen has
d
punctured the bloated carcass of the
reform
movement (for office ouly) are having their uecexsury
effect. Taxpayers are awaking to the fact that the reformers" are the most extravagant people the county
ever had in office, that they are exact
nioie taxes
from the people for county purposes than had been re
preiieces-i.iquired ny tnelr reputiiuan
an. I nmtm
nothing better in return. It is all cry and w wool. It
is all hot air with nothing to show for ii. It is plainly
and palpably "reform for office only." The Citizen pub
lishes this evening on page 5, a letter from a taxpayer
which plainly shows that the taxpayers are not being de
ceived by the caterwauling of the morning paper.
self-style-

i

liubhell is running for office now, ami a
vote for the republican ticket Is a vote for him, because
lie is the chairman, where was Marrou in Jhe springtime,
when Frank Hubbell was chairman of the city commit
tee? It is said that the loudest against Hubbell now
were following him then, and voting for him if their
argument is logical that he is running for office now.
If Frank

It has been tl.own that the republicans actually re
duced the total amount demanded of the taxpayers of
Bernalillo county annually between the years 189ti and
1904. There has been no attempt made to deny this fact
What will the "reformers" do with that $U,uu0 for
feeding prisoners, and why was It taken from the taxpayers, it it is costing nothing to run the jail under the
combine?
Jesus Perfect
may blp one candidate, to trade the others on
the ticket for him, but how about the others? Will they
stand for It? Ask Marion.
It,

es
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BOVS HATS

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

"Good Things lo Eat'

Caps

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S PANCAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS

.

-

UNDERWEAR--$1.0-

XIEAPQ0

O

I

WE

HAVE

THE

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
G

o
o
o
o
o
o

25c to $6.00

to $8.00 per Suit

0

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00

BOY'S SHOES

o
o
o
to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00 o
Q
BOY'S CAPS o

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOO

LARGEST

ASSORTMENT OF

GOOD
TO
TO
EAT
BE
THINGS
FOUND IN THE CITY. IF YOU
GOOD THINGS AT
WANT
CORRECT
PRICES TRADE'
WITH US.

COMFORTS, BLANKETS

GOODS.
TRY OUR BAKERY
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SAT-- .
ISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.

1

We have just received
the largest and best selected lin'e of Bedding
ever seen in Albuquerque
prices but lower
than elsewhere.

All

Best Materials
Try us lor your

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Com-

forts and Blankets.

to 'H-- r

TBi

tw

w

Vs. w
1W

ain
YfW!:iLrl
'I
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law"

"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL 0RCE8S

FILLED THE SAME DAY

J

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

'

niulil-mlllumai- re

OCTOBER

Grocery Comp'y.

over-wealth- y

er

THUR&OAV,
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W. ft. STRICKLER,
President.

EVENING CITIZEN;

CEREMONY

"I

WILL BE

.

.

PERFORMED TONIGHT
CHARLES

L. GOODMAN

i

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

AND MISS

HUBBELL
HAPPY COUPLE.

BARBARA

O. W STRONG & SONS
HOUSE FURNISHERS

THE

This evening, at 8 o'clock, at the
residence of the' bride's parents. No.
909 West Copper avenue, Miss Barbara Hubbell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Hubbell, will be united In
marriage to Charles 1j. Goodman, the
ceremony to be performed by Rev.
Mandalarl, of the Church of the Im
George H.
maculate Conception.
Thomas will officiate as best man and
Mrs. Korest Parker, sister of the bride,
will lie the bridesmaid.
After the ceremony and congratula
tions, a wedding supper will be partaken of ly the happy couple and
guests, and then Mr. and Mrs. Goodman will be driven to the depot,
whore they will take the southbound
passenger train ror a honeymoon trip
of several weeks to Mexico, visiting
the principal cities of the sister

THE BEST IN TOWN

NEW YORK STOCKS.

Following quotations , received by
J. Graf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondents for Logan & Bryan.
Open.iHigh ,Low. Close
1133
H33Mi:133't!l33
Amer mtg
illOVi
Amer Cop
..jlliyilll:110
74
74
75
Amer Loco .. 75
Amer Smel . j153V2,154V4S1534!1531j
43
Am Car Fdy.
4J7s
2G6
Anaconda . . 207 208,2t'.6
l".

118
79
52
17
17V4
4S
43
143
143

118
78
51

U. & O

Brooklyn .
Colo. Fuel
C. G. W
Erie com
I,. & N
Mex. Ce'n.
Mo. Pa

Nat. Lead

. .
. . .

.

.

20!

.1

.

94
75

.j 75

. .

N. Y. C
O. & W
Pen n

128;129

.

45

.i 45

140;14t

.

Heading .coin

142
.1 27

143
27
91
;171
33

118
78
51

17

IV

43i

43h

21)

2H

9341

.1

117
78
51

i

93
74

I

20
93
74

128128
45

45

139;139
140

140

Per Gallon

.

-

-

$.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

92.

JUST RECEIVED
at the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice Mne of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL;
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice groceries.

6
26
11. I. com
Mr. Goodman has been here four or So. Pa.
90
90
five years, and is a cousin of Mrs. St. Paul
170
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
jl71
170;
j
Cams, wife of Dr. C. H. Cams. He is So. Ry. coin . 33
33
33
the bookkeeper for the Southwestern I'nion Pa. . . . ,182 1182
1181
181
Brewery & ice company and Is quite V. S. S. com . .i 4ti
46
45
4ti
popular among the city young people T. S. S. pfd. ,106 106!105106
BIG LOAD OF fcllLL WOOD
ot beth sexes.
25
25
$2.25 AND $2.75
Green Con. . .1 25
FOR
We keep the quality of our bread
The bride, as stated above, is the Cop. Hinge . SO
79
79
80
daughter of Mr. :id Mrs. J. 1.. Hub- - No. Butte ... 112
to the highest. This is possible
up
bell. and a few years ago removed Hutte Coal . .
37
37 I 37
37
by
using
to this city with her parents from Old Iominion
64
(i5i 64
Arizona. She has a large relationship
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Best Flour,
both
and many friends throughout
Kansas City Livestock.
Arizona and New Mexico; is popular
Best Labor,
Re2."..
Oct.
City,
Cattle
Kansas
and much admired on account of her
Best Methods,
pleasant ways and her disposition, ceipts 7.000, Including 8oo southerns:
$4.00
and the liost wishes of a host of market steady; native steers,
$2.80(jfl4.Vu;
steers,
6.75;
southern
X friends are extended in advance for
not only in mixing and baking, but
THE IMPORTANCE OF WORh'
native
southern cows, $2.0()3.75;
a l.vig ami happy wedded life.
also in taking care of and selling
s
stock-er$2.ooirfi4.75;
cows
heifers,
anil
TO INDIVIDUAL AND RACE 8
and feeders, $2'.75 (ii 1.75 ; bulls,
the bread. If you want the best
I2.l0tft3.5tl; calves, $2.75ifi 6.5": west
DENVER MARRIAGES
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
5.
cows,
st
western
$3.501
eers,
ern
'When you are told to j;u oi.t and bring in a crim
$L'.25ry 3.75.
,
hold-upinal the pickpocket, the
the burglar how do
PIONEER BAKERY,
5 mil
market
Sheep Receipts
ARE WELL steady; muttons, $4.5oT5.
you k about it to rind him?" A mau of an inquiring OF PARTIES WHO
lambs.
MOUTH FIRST STREET.
207
KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE
natui-iasl.ed this question of a detective the oilier day.
wethers, $4.25
$5.7517.35; rang
TERRITORY.
cue whose hair hud turned gray in service. As the d
5.15.
5.75; fed ewes, $3.
Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer THE
ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
lective meditated the inquisitive man, by way of suit
Tuesday morning Alexis A. Gargau,
,
Grain and Produce.
- 1B2
;ei.et:
Automatic
brother if T. K. Gargan of this city,
Chleago, Oct. 25. Closing quota- Colorado, Oik 2
"Ho y."i visit factories, where a large number ot was joined in holy marriage to Miss
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
lions:
bepat
ceremony
Kirk
Railroad Avnut
l.etitia
Fifth
rick,
Corntr
and
are
the
employed and study their faces?"
lieu
May
Wheat lec.
ing performed at tbe l.ogau avenue
"N i." answered the officer. "I would no more think
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
Corn Dee. 42 tfi nc : Mav 43
of looking in a factory for a criminal than
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manaoer.
would a Catholic chapel, Denver. The bride
May 341
Oats -- Dec.
was attended by Miss Kdith Mullen,
chinch.
would pass the workingtnan, no matter how ami the groom by
Frank Gargan, a f Tsc.
shabby lie was, ind stop the
Pork Jan. $13.65; May $13.72-- .
man with ttm brother. The ushers
Scientific Optician
were Oscar
hard Oct. $9.80; Jan. $8.30.
reputation of always being out of work."
I
Malo and Joseph Gargan, and little
lill.s
$8.35;
Oct.
Jan.
$7.42.
THE CELEBRATED
Guta Mart, one of the notorious car barn ban Mi.ss lOlisabeth Fuller was the flower
dits, uttered a few words a few days before his execu- girl. The happy couple left immediChicago
Stock.
Live
tion in ("nicai-'o- ,
that were a whole sermon, anil a good ately aHM- tbe ceremony on a honeyChicago, Oct. 25. Cattle Receipts
sermon in themselves, although he perhaps didn't re- moon uip to New York and other 9.0(10; steady
to 10c lower; beeves,
Colgroom
is
eastern
The
the
points.
alize it.
$4.0O(Q7.10; cows and heifers. $l.5o4t
manager
orado
of
tlte
I'uion
Western
"It wasn't drink that caused my downfall," be said. Telegraph company offices.
5.15;
stockers and feeders, $2.50Sl'
4.5u; Texans, $3.75 5j)4.30 ; westerners,
"Nor cigarettes, nor bad companions, either. It was just
$3 90tti.25: calves, $H,00(fi 7.75.
Idleness.
Idleness led me first to cigarettes, then to
Becker. Burns.
steady;
20,0nil;
Sheep Receipts
Yesterday, at noon, in Ieuer, at
drink, then to ln, companions then to the gallows.
And
blame iny lolks. if they would have made me re- the Savoy hotel. Miss Margaret Burns' sheep, $3.650 5.40; lambs, $4.5tfl 7.50.
Bottled In Bond.
main at work, work would have kept me too busy to daughter of Hon. T. I), Burns of
Metal Market.
and
territory,
Amarilla.
this
have planned robbery and murder."
New York, Oct. 25. Copper and
Geoige it. Pecker, a well known coal
When you meet a man who can get along without
ami mining man of Leadville, were lead, quiet, uuehanged.
working, shun him. No man rati be a real good man un- united in marriage.
The father of
less he does work, either wi'h bis brain or muscles. the bride is one of the wealthiest
St. Louis Wool Market.
Distillers.
steady,"
St. I.ouis, Oet. 25. Wool
And the harder he works, up to a reasonable limit, the si oi k raisers and general merchants
FRANKFORT, KY.
unchanged.
less fear you need to have of hearing him rftmniuid of ii'inliern New Mexico, and. with
EYES TESTED FREE
"Hands up." Work is u letter prescription for that "out bis family, including Margaret has
Spelter.
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
of sorts" let ling than any cathartic ever compounded. visite,i Albuquerque on a number of
& EAKIN
St. I.ouis. (let. 25. Spelter steady, 114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
"Work would cinv one-haor the illness of all my pa- oitsmous.
$H.2o.
Agents.
Sole
tients," declared a physician who treats many of New TOO LATE FOR CLAS' 1FICATION.
HAIR WORK.
Never can tell u hen you'll uiah a
At.
York's 4oo. Work keeps away the blues, keeps Ulen
Albuquerque,
from becoming anarchists, feeds ami clothes wife and r'Oll HKNT Pacific hotel, 523 South linger or sutler a cut, bruise, bum or
Automatic Phone, 199.
anyone
Mrs. Hntherforft. at home to
Dr. Thomas'
First street, 15 rooms, hat h mid scald. He prepared.
children and makes men
besides giving
kitchen furnished. Call at 219 West Kclectrlc Oil Instantly relieves the wanting bair work done, every Wedthem whopping appetites.
Coal Avenue.
nesday, at 517 South Hroadway.
pain quickly cures the woun.
.
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Y CATRON SAYS RE
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Al

EVENING CITIZEN

IS HERE ON
PRIVATE

DOUGLAS

Held Important and Profitable Figures Show Him How More Railroads and Mining Companies Combine to Aid ExTaxes and Less Done
Meeting In the City
Is Fact.
tension of Association.
of El Paso.

Matters and Not Political This
Time. But lie Needs
Watching.
.

To liie Kvening Citizen:
The other cvtntng you published
some flmires of a most Interesting

Thomas B. Cairon of Sauta
Fe, whose present visit to Albuquerque is Interpreted among politicians
as a political one, when a en by a Citi
zen representative
today, declared
that his trip had no significance in
that direction.
Persistent
rumors, however, are
current to the ffect that some action
in Mr. Catron's fivor will Immediately be brought, before Judge Abbott
through which Probate Clerk Marcos
Castillo of Santa Ke county w... either
oe compelled to place his name on the
ticket or restrained from imlng that
of E. A. Miera's thereon.
It will be remembered by readers
of The Evening Citizen Hint, at a
convention of republicans of Santa Fe
county held recently, at which candidates for legislative and county offices
were named, Mr. Catron was nominated for the territorial council to, represent the Sixth council district composed of the counties of Santa Fe and
Sandoval, and therefore regards him-- )
self as a candidate for that olfice.
However, when the delegates of Santa Fe and Sandoval counties to the
territorial republican convention at
Las Vegns, held their meeting, a ma
jority of the delegates decided upon
r.. a. Atiera of Sandoval county, as
the republic an candidato for the council for the Sixth district.
This led to complications, and no
doubt was the cause of an independent ticket or republicans and democrats being placed in the field in Santa
Fe county, with E. A. Miera's name as
the candidate for the eeriitorlal conn- -

the annual
On Tuesday evcniiiR
meeting of the Woman's Home Missionary society of the New Mexico
conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church, Kouth, came to a close.' Th
conference was held In the Westminster Presbyterian church of El Paso.
The New Mexico branch Includes
twenty-seme- n
auxiliaries and hns a
to tal membership of 2S9. Usl year
it rais,Ml the sum of $;t.8S8.44, which
places It second only to Montana on
the roll of honor.
file principal feat tires of the cloning meeting were reports of retiring
and election of new officers, devotional exercises and the passage of resolutions of thanks to the Hev. Dr.
MacFadyen. pastor of the Westminster church, and its congregation for
the tender of its church in which to
hold the conference.
During the eveninR Hev. J. Hedg-pat- h
led the devotional exercises and
Mrs. Kenan sang the solo, 'H'jld Thou
My Hand."
Mrs. J. W. Hrown. conference treasurer; Mrs. Flora .lones. corresponding secretary, nnd Mrs. Coryell, third
vice president, rendered Interesting
reports.
The following officers were elected
for the new year: President, Mrs. J.
T. French, El Paso; first vice president, Mrs. Mary Thorn, Carlsbad, N.
M.; second vice president, Mrs. Dora
Matthews, Deming, N. M.; third vice
president, Mrs. Fleet Coryell, El
secretary
and
Paso; corresponding
press superintendent,
Mrs.
Flora
Jones; recording secretary. Mrs. Win.
Shine; treasurer, Mrs. J. W. Hrown,
El Paso.
District secretaries: El Paso district, Mrs. J. Hedgpeth, Pecos City;
Albuquerque district, Mrs. Ida Cruik-shanSan Marclal; superintendent
of supplies, Mrs. M. Cobean, Roswell,
k.

N. M.

All OLD EMPLOYE

DE-

J.

B.

FENDS

MAYO

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 24.
To The Evening Citizen:
Haviag heard a number of reports
about town to the effect that J. B.
Mayo, employing great numbers of
men at his properties at San Pedro

characier to every taxpayer and voter
in this county, and I nelieve of exceeding lnttrest to every republican.

Republicans have been asked to
turn from their party and abandon
their principles in order that a bunch
of sorehead office seekers may be
placed In the offices at the disposal
of the voter, ant ihe sole argument
is "reform."
1 believe
that your figures made it
plain that there has been no reform
unil r Mr. Orunsfeld, as chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
but just the other way. Acordlng to
those figures, the county Is worse off
now than it was under the regular
republicans.
In IW14 the total levy. If all collect el. was intended to realize for all
county purposes a little more than
$ti4.0". which meant a little more
than $2,500 commission to the collector, and the same to the assessor, or a
total of a little more than $5,000 for
tho two, which had to come out of the
money collected.
This year, with all tlie reformers fn
full power, and the regular republicans on the outside, the total amount
demanded for county purposes,
will realize more than $106.-- .
000.
This means more than $ l.OltO
to the collector and the same amount
to the assessor.
If the reformers are so economical,
why Is such a large sum demanded of
the taxpayers? Why was not the sum
total of the demands decreased? Is
it economy to collect and spend more
than $106100, as against $64,i00 collected and spent by the men charged
with being dishonest, extravagant and
everything else?
If Perfecto Is so cheap, as compared
with Tom Hubbell, and all the other
fellows are saving money for the
county, what la being done with the
additional $42,000 demanded of the
taxpayers of. the county?
Since the regular republicans went
out of power in this county the tax
rate has Jumped from $2.05 to $2.86,
and at the same time a republican assessor has increased
the taxable
values visible for taxation by $400,-000- .
What kind of reform is this?
As a taxpayer of this county, I
would rather lie called upon to pay
$64,000 than be obliged to go down
in my pocket for my shais. of $106,000
for county puriioses and it appears to
me that any other sensible man will
feel the same way about It.
It may be the duty of all patriotic
citizens to desert any political party
when that party becomes corrupt and
dishonest and extravagant,
but the
figures for Bernalillo ounty show tiie
other way. and I cannot see where
any republican is called upon to desert his regular party nominees for
dissatisfied seekers after office in face
of the official figures showing that the
county was run at a less expense under the regular republican administrations.
As a republican I cannot understand how there was so much stealing
out of that sixty-fou- r
thousand dollars
and so much Veform In the $100,000,
the reformers are getting away with
Ihis year.
OUSERVIXO TAPAYER.

Special io The Evdiing Citizen.
IVmglas, Ariz... Oct. 2o. The Initial
meeting of Christian workers from the
territories of New Mexico and Arizona
lor the purpose of bringing shout a
permanent territorial organization or
t lite
Young Men's Christian association took plnco here yesterday. There
was a large attendance aud great enthusiasm was manifested.
There are thirty delegates present
from I)ouglas;twenty-flvfrom El
Paso; twenty-threfrom Mesllla Park;
sixteen from Phoenix; twenty-thre- e
from Bisbee; thirteen from Las Vegas
and ona each from Santa Fe, Tucson,
Henson and Albuquerque. The number
Is expected to Increase greatly today.
The following officers for the new
organization were elected:
Chairman K. M. Rray, Kl Paso.
Vioe Chairman R. W. 1). Bryan, Albuquerque, N. M.
Second Vice Chairman J. K. Mun-dcl- l.
Mesllla Park, N. M.
Secretary W. J. Barnes, l.as Vegas,

Hon.

e

e

PAGE FIVE.

bers of the Republican Central Cora"
mlttce of the County of Santa Fe:
Gentlemen Please take notice tuat
I as probate
clerk of the county of
Saiiia Fe have decided that I have
not the right to print the republican
ticket with the name of T. B. Catron
Js candidate for council from Santa
Ke county for. the reason that E. A.
Miern has been nominated as cnndl-da'- e
for the council from the Sixth
district composed of the counties of
Santa Fe and Sandoval as shown by
Ihe cert Ideate filed In my office nnd
signed by the chairman and secretary
"f the district republican convention,
there being no such offlse as councilman from the county of Snta Fe as
decided by Judge Aboott.
MARCOS CASTILLO,
Probate Clerk and
Recorder
for Santa Fe County, N. M.
'

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

His Reasons.

'i
name

could not place Mr. Catron's
on the ticket after the decision
of Judge Ira A. Abbott upholding the

reapportionment of the territory for
legislative purpose's, made recently,"
said Mr. Castillo. "If Mr. Catron compels me to place his name on the ticket through legal process, then I shall
have no recourse perhaps,- but to do
so. However, I could not faithfully
perform my duty as probate clerk under the present law. If I placed Mr.
Catron's name on the ticket."

OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to those who
It, becauae of the Qrta.t variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.

visit

ALBERT FA BER
....

OPERA COMING

New-Yor-

toastmaster. The following after-dinnprogram of toasts and responses
was carried out;
"Our City," A. C. Lock wood; "Our
Association," T. Paxton; "Sonora,"
Antonio Maza, Mexican consul; "Texas," K. M. Bray, El Paso; "New Mexico," J.
Barnes, Las Vegas; "Arizona." E. M. Shields, Bisbee; "Our
Brotherhood," Bruno Hobbs, Denver.
In addition to-- ihe formation of a
regular territorial organization the
object of this first Y. M. C. A. conference Is to stimulate and extend
the work of this Important association
throughout this portion of the southwest, not only In Its best known form
In our cities, but along the railroad
lines and in the mining camps. The
railroad and mining companies realizing its benefits to them have been especially active in the rromotion of the
present meeting, the former furnishing free transportation for all
er

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER
Only In Use Two Months

New and

dele-Rate-

At the Invitation of R. W. I). Bryan,
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
the Albuquerque delegate, the confersurrounding
country,
pay
ence will meet here in li9, the meetand
does not
OCTOBER 29 AND 30
ings of 1907 and 1908 having been prethem their wages, and in Justice to
viously secured for Las Vegas and El
Mayo
say
Mr.
would
there is not a
word of truth in it, as I was his forePaso. In the first of these there Is
man when he had more than a
nt present a handsome building, and
men employed, both natives and
In the second a $100,000 Y. M. C. A.
AmerTcans.
It was part of my busiPRESENTING . . .'.
building will soon be completed.
ness to forward the time checks to
Mr. Mayo every fourteen days and to
"111
power
my personal knowledge every man
was promptly paid his wages when
due. Nor did I even hear a disreREBUILD ITS PLANT
spectful remark from any of the emPOSITIVELY GRANDEST MUSICAL ATTRACTION OF SEASON
ployes made agalust him. I found him
a strict business man and prompt in
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday, October 27 at 9 o'clock. Price
all his movements.
WORK TO BEGIN
SO
SOON AS
'
7.m
Not now belli;? in his employ it
II. JLiiO. Box Seats $2.00.
TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCmust not be considered that I have
TION IS COMPLETED.
any other n:o:ive in view but pure
lion si v and justice.
So soon as the Colorado telephone
T. A. HOWELL.
company
have
over
taken
the
Note J. B. Mayo is the candidate
lines of the Automatic telephone comon the regular republican ticket for
pany, and completed the remodeling
county commissioner for the second
of its own, the Albuquerque Electric
district, and the above unsolicited letLight and Power company purposes
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh
ter from an old employe sets to rest TIIE
to begin the rebuilding of Its system.
HOME
NEW
OF
THE
the vicious falsehoods and reports
PRUSSIAN
POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEThe work will not probably begin
which have been put In circulation
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
until December as the telephone peoagainst Mr. Mayo by the boliers and
ple
will not have finished work on
501 North First Street.
ANDERSON GROCERY CO.
Both Phones.
democrats.
their lines before that time although
when the project was undertaken it
was given out that they would have
nSBTSSSKfil
There is one thins upon which the the work done
by the middle of
two city papers can agree that the
In the face of the amount of
Anderson Grocery company now have work that remains
to be done, llgnt
ot
one
groceries
the
in
city.
finest
the
A public reception will lie given by
and power company officials in
They
lately
have
from
removed
their
charge of
the faculty and students of the Uni- old room on
do not think
east Railroad avenue to the proposedconstruction,
changes In the telephone
versity of New Mexico tomorrow affour-stornew,
handsome
the
at
brick
system
will be completed before the
ternoon, October 26, from 3 to 5
corner of Railroad and Broadway. end of November.
o'clock, and In tb,- - evening from 7 to the
Is hard to conceive of a room more
It
10 o'clock at th university buildings.
The
for rebuilding the
adapted yythe purposes of electric material
power lines has already been
A program will be given at S o'clock admirably
grocery
a
store
they
the
than
one
ordered in part aud Manager lmibin
by the college glee club.
now occupy.
is new, clean and announced recently
A hack will run from Mat son V book light, receiving It light
that the work
an
entire
from
would begin after the changes in telMore at 3 and 4 o'clock and at 7 and glass
front,
the
from
side
from
and
ephone
wiring were finished.
7:45 in the evening. Fr.re, u cents the rear. There are no dark corners
New work on the electric lines coneach way.
in which dirt can accumulate
and templates a complete
vegetables decay. No chance for mice, the system and the overhauling of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
installation of
right after breakfast
moth and mold.
morning
few and better
The
Take LAXATIVE BUOMX) Quinina
On entering the room, the entire giowth and expansionequipment.
of the city has
Tablets. Druggists refund money If stock is before you, upon side walls
every piece of silk in our store
been reIt fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S and well planned enter displays. The demanded the extension of the clec-tria
circuits
large
and
of
number
h'isnature Is on each box. 2Gc.
epicure will at once be drawn to the new poles will be placed
duced in price staples and the season's most
to string the
table s t aside for delicatassen. Cron w irt s upon.
The football team of the University this appear articles hardly to he exwanted novelties all alike are effected.
lias practiced faithfully for the game pected in a town of the size and locawith Socorro al Traction park Satur- tion of Albuquerque.
A full line of HE
BE AT KETNER
fancy cheeses Rockford. Pineapple,
day.
Edam, Parmasan. etc., trout, guaranTHESE MANY KOOHS
IN ORDER TO GET THt BEST tied mince meat, imported bottled
E
THAT MONEY, SKILL AND EXPER- goods, boiled ham, etc., etc., etc. UpIENCE CAN PRODUCE, WHEN YOU on the slle!v; '"'1y be found a full
PROPRIETOR, OF!
BUY TEAS, YOU SHOULD MAKE line of canned goods of the very best PADILLA,
WRECKED SALOON DEPART.
YOUR SELECTION FROM CHASE & brands. The teas and coffees are said
t
ED AFTER ACQUITTAL
r
SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD io be lie finest procurable, and lae
largest stock in tlie city. A trial of
HERE.
ONLY BY A. J. MALOY.
l he
Aureo Hlend coffee Is especially
Juan Jn.--c Padilla, proprietor f the'
Ir.vitMl. Mr. Anderson's own brand of
Hour, "(tood l.ucn," I. as met with ex- saloon at Ketuer, in the Zuni lnoun
ceptional favor among Albuquerque tains, which was wrecked by dyna- ladies. First class Uar.s and tobac- mite eJi'ly last Saturday morning, left
Albuquerque for his home there Mon- co, con lections aud truit.
Mr. Anderson extends a cordial in- day or i uesuay oi mis week, accord
vitation to the ladies of the city io ing to 'he statements of his friends
call and make personal examination here.
Part iculai s of Ihe saloon w recking
of the condition that exist at bis gro
cery, the quality of the stock and the have reached AlbtKftieniUH bv letter.
range of prices. He has set a high It Is said the two charges of exnlo- standard of excellence and all those sive placed under each end of the
who buy of the Anderson Grocery building wrecked it so badly that rePeople now realize that
ompany rest assured that they are building will be necessary If the olace
- 3
getting ihe
procurable at the is opened agaia.
it PAYS TO HAVE
least figure at which business can
There was a slock of liquor in the
building at the time It. was destroyed.
sueessfuliy be pursued.
It was nut large, however, and the
You cannot afford to miss the game loss wiil not lie great, it Is said.
Padiiia's friends are persuaded
between Socorro and Varsity at Traction park Saturday, if von are inter- that l lie wrecking was the work of
some of bis enemies, possibly Ihe outested in football.
growth of trouble he had some time
si. ire, when be was torced to close
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
up the place.
Sick
headache
is
decaused by
In tlie district court here lasi week,
For they can be depended rangement of the stomach
Inand by
Padilla. who is a deputy sheriff of
digestion.
Chamberlain's
upon. Call Auto. Phone 731
Stomach Valencia county, was aciuiited of
and Liver Tablets correct these dis- charges of canning concealed wea- and get some
orders and effect a cure. By taking lllins
.Indue Aldiotl illstrilc 'Oil the
these tablets as soon as the first in- jury to Hint him not utility alter the
i
dication of the disease appears the evidence was adducul.
attack may be warded off. Get a frea
Leon B.Stern.pboprietop
The camp of the American Lumber
sample and try them. For sale bv all company's camp is Heir the scene of
EonUH
druggists.
the wrecked saloon.

TWO NIGHTS

BORRADAILE

?0000C
FRENCH BAKERY

Wholesale Agent, Albuquerque, N.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors1
II UTTER NUT
UK BAD
Better Than

The

YOU NEED

Mitchner's Lights

Good Lights

IN

YOUR

HOME

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

.

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Always Ready to Servo

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
s

U

311 SOUTH riRST STREET

VtU Rooming House is Connection,

113

On Ice

Vest Uad Avenue

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
r

DRUGGISTS"
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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The St. Elmo

Money Saving Revelations

JOSEPH

Them

CULARS AT YOUR DOOli

A TELEPHONE

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

j

--

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

I

SEE HAND BILLS WITH PARTI-

telephone

makes the
duties lighter, the carea leas,
and the worries fewer.

TWENTY-THRE-

lst

CAKES
Alwaya on Hand

Home-Mad-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

1ST

Hot Cakes

FINK LINE OF

vvvvvaaQatQWQtKHKajotQaK

Greatest Silk Sale

GogBwt

'

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

J. F. PALMERMeats,

r

I

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

Monday Night
Trovatore"
Tuesday Night "Faust"

iThursday
has

117 Gold Avenue

71

Albuquerque's

Going Like

& GO,

M. BERGER,

....

Starts

Ranges

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she teU you to ordor
ack of
EMPRESS FLOUR. ,
Make no excuse, (If you should ta
get the order), that you could m4
find It, for every firs&claa
gnmm
handles EMPRESS. You 17UI alwar
And good bread, good blacuita,
pastry and moat Important ot aft.
good cheer to greet you nrfcea ya--a
come home for your dinner. Try R.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empraaa a
all othere.

THELOMBAftDI GRAND OPERA CO.

Irani)

Perfect Condition

Second-han- d

C

ELKS OPERA HOUSE1

Staab Building

fSCSmBE2B

Mario Lanibardl, the most prominent of the Italian Impresarios, promises tbat the coming season will surpass all previous seasons In point of
greatness and artistic achievement.
The company assembled by Slgnor
Lnmhardi to Interpret the mister
works of the world renowned composers is Identical In, personnel and
numerical strength with the organization that has made the senon In the
jCity of Mexico the most notable in
the operatic annals of Mexico.
The roster embraces the greatest
singers In the realm of r rand open of
jthe Italian stage. In every d tail of
.stage management, scen e accessories,
the magnificence of cosiumirg and In
the arrangement
of lighting effects
the performance will represent the
acme of Signor Lnmbardi a abilities
as Impresario and director.
The engagement of tie Lnnibardis
at the Elks' theater w ill take place
ell.
Monday and Tuesday evening. Octo- Day before yesterday,
M. ber 29 and 30. at which time II Tro- David
White, chairman of the republican vatore and FaiiBt will be given.
central committee of Santa Fe counHAVE YOUR TIN WORK
ty, called on Marcos Castillo, probate
DONE
clerk of that county and requested SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROVthat Mr. Catron's name be printed up- AL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP.
on the republican ticket, but the re- LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
quest was refused according to the 315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO-MATIPHONE 648.
following letter:
October 23, 190f.
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
hon. David M. White, and the Mem BREAD and take no othar.

New Mexico.
In the nfternoon papers were read
liefore the meeting by J. 1"). McDill
of Chicago, and F. S. Goodman of
City, field secretaries of the national association, the subject for discussion being "The Relation of the
Y. M. C. A. to the Social Life of Men."
During the evening u banquet was
given the delegates by the Douglas
association. W. B. Cramer acting as

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

GRAND

I 20

m

BARNETT, Prop'r,

oo.oooooo
West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMRLiC AND
CLUB ROOMS

It Us the Little TMirag's
THAT for.

VI".

Wau-faliina, a drop at a time, will
wear away t lie hard. at rock. It was
the last Mraw that brok- the raniH's Lack.
A little money
hjved saved i esulariy vi
mihu
amount to a comfort able sum. A Utile Kawd front y.mv
Income each month will wear away tlie liiin.U of poverty.
Kvery small Hum counts ami makes t!:e total of your
Mixings larger.
A Lank account
nhs you bonietliiiii; to think about.
It will l.ecn you busy; it wilt furnish you
a Safe place
lo li ii your bavliiKs; It will help you to gave your money
systematically; u will mit method into your saving.
-

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUKRQUC, NKW MEXICO
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was Miss Virginia Ixwery. the marriage of this interesting couple telng
the elimination oi a romance of nearly twenty years, in which paternal
objection and lark of fortune played
a part. The Duke d'Arcos was the
to
first Spanish minister returned
Washington after the Spanish-Americawar, when the charm and tact of
the American ditches did much to
heal the scar of that short but fateful

LETTER UPON

WAS

n

1

N

coitflii t.

Preceding the marrlagp of Baron
and r.Hronees von Sternburg. were
sivern! notable llcrnian-Amerlcnthe most brilliant being that
to Mrs.
nf the Count von lloel7.cn
William Lay, a beautiful young widow
Mio enjoyed a nwt prominence In
Washington seven or elgh' yenrs aeo
and Is now a prime favorite in the
court circles of Merlin, after an exciting and Interesting career in Africa,
where Count von Goetzen served as
colonial governor of the German possessions. Mr. Adolph von Brennlng,
one of the richest and most eligible
but untitled of the German attaches,
married Mrs. Gordon McKee, tho divorced wife of the Boston Inventor of
that name, who recently left a large
portion of his immense fori line to Har"
The emperor, who
vard university.
frankly dislikes American marriages
for his officers, did not accept Mme.
von Bruening as graciously as the
Countess von Goetzen. with the result that B. von Bruening has not
made the anticipated progress in his
profession, and is now occupying a
comparatively modest post at Bucharest.
Lieut, von Bredow. late military attache in this city, but now with his
regiment at Berlin, married a year
ago Miss Frances Newlands, youngest
of Senator
of the three daughters
Newlands of Nevada, and through her
mother, who was a Miss Sharon of
California, one of the greatest of
Washington's present-daheiresses.
The widowed Baroness von Kettler,
formerly Miss Maud Ledyard of Detroit, met her fate In Washington
where Baron- - Kettler was, ten years
ago, secretary of the kaiser's embassy,
going from here to China, where he
met his tragiic death In the Boxer Insurrection.
The Viscountess de Faramond of
France, formerly Miss Ivy Langham,
a sister of the Baroness von Sternburg; Mme. Gregorle de Wellant and
mine. Pierre Rogestvonsky of Russia,
the former Miss Hflen Tlsdel, the latter Miss Martha Hey, are comparatively recent additions to the evergrowing roll, while one of the foremost matrons of the French diplomatic circle Is Mme. Patenotre, who.
as Miss Elverton, married her husband during his term as ambassador
Mme. Eugene Tbie-bauto Washington.
wife of the French minister to
Switzerland, is another very charming
young Washington woman, former
Reglna Barbour. The Countess de
Bulsseret, of Belgium, now with her
husband at Tangiers. was Miss Caroline Story, only daughter of Gen. and
Mrs. John P. Story, of Washington,
and the Countess de Chambrun, Miss
Nichols, of Washington and Cincin.
nati.
n

Married
European Diplomats at
Different Times.

Women

TITLE

Who Have

AND
BOTH

HAPPINESS
BEING

SECURED

Altogether Different People From
the Cases Where Wealth Was
Barte ed For Title.

THURSDAY. OCTOBER

GIRL WITH GRAY-GREEEYES WANTS TO BE SLAVE

3. T), Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vies President.

N

26.

190.

Chas. Mellnl, Socrerary
Bscbechl, Treasurer

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

A GIOMl.

WHOLKBALK DCALKRB IN

MISS MAGIE SUGGESTS AN AUCTION TO SELL HERSELF AND
TALENTS TO WIN CAREER.
w

Chicago, Oct. in. How would you
like to have a slave? No. m.t a
brawny, mahogany, lined colored man
with cotton shirt and blue jeans
trousers, such as they used to have
before the Civil war, but a stylish,
neighbor's
girl like your
pretty
stenographer for Instance.
Well, here's one who offers to be
the "young woman American slave'"
and she describes herself "Brunette,
n
eyes, full passion,
large
ate lips, splendid teeth; not beautiful,
hut very attractive; features full of
yet truly
character and strength,
feminine; height 5 feet 3 inches;
well proportioned, graceful, supple."
In a long statement of her qualifications to make the Investment worth
anyone's money. Miss Elizabeth Ma-glwho says she yearns for' silk ui:
gauze salary,
derwear on a
announces herself ready to sell herself so that she can give her genluf
and Inclinations full sway.
surrounds
Somewhat of mystery
Miss Magle. She won't tell her age,
nor where she works, but she seems
very determined that no one shail
think she possesses every known talent. She pleads guilty to being
educated, refined, true, honest,
Just, poetical, philosophical,
big sou led
and "womanly
above all things." On the other hand
she says of herself:
"She can't tell a flank steak from
a porterhouse (In the butcher shop),
but she can get up a swell dinner and
make everybody happy.
"She doesn't go to church but she
dties obey the laws of God.
"She can hardly add up n column
but she can write a good story.
"She can't sweep a room without
ring herself out bue she can sit up
11 night
to work out some point In
er inventions.

5
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp tveryihino In
W

A

most fastidious

Hook to outfit tho

bar eornplcta

Have been appointed exclusive agents In th Southwest for Jos 8
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone!
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter T J Mon
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention!
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the bet
Distilleries and Breweries In the Unltd States. Call and lnsDect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trie 1 1st
'
issued to dealers only.
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Both Phones

Third and Marquette

nt

By Christine Wealand.
Special Corresponileuce.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 25. The
return to Washington In the coming
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
wwk of Lieut. Carlo I'fister, naval
emlmssy,
with
. HALL, Proprietor
attache of the Italian
Miss
Hester
his bride, formerly
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, lumin,
Laughlln of St. Louis, will Rive anPulleys, Orade Bars. Babbit MetaJ; Colnmna and I ros rroau f
Buildings.
other American woman u prominent
Ijiee In diplomatic droits, particularRmpalro on Mining mud Mill Machinery a Botait
ly as the resignation of the Italian
Foundry ait id of railroad track.
Aikaqasrsa. m M.
Plunches,
Mayor
des
Baron
only
embassy
with
leaves this
charge d'affalrs at Its head and a
ftactwlor charge at that.
Indeed, Miss Laughlln that was,
THE
and Signora Pfister that Is, will likely
be the only feminine representative
can get up an entertainment without interest them.
or the Italian court In Washington
a flaw or a hitch In the whole thing.
The girl with the "gray-gree- n
this winter, as cable dispatches from
"She's a crackerjack typewriter, eyes" suggests an auction to dispose
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Rome state no successor to Baron
but typewriting is bell."
of herself. She says she is to be the
Mayor des Planches will be appointed
A reporter found Miss Magie Hv- - judge of the highest bid.
"For in- toefore spring. Signora Pfister, who Is
Lumber, Glass, Cemsnt and Rex Flintkote Roofing
lng in apparent
comfort, wearing stance,"
she observes, "some one
.young, handsome and wealty, is still
handsome clothes and Jewelry. She might offer me an annual amount In
a stranger In Washington, Tier engage"
declared her motive was a desire to exchange for whatever my genius and i
First and Marquette
Albuquerque, New Mexico
ment to the dashing Italian officer
perfect herself in dramatic art and intellect might earn for ulm. I should
having come about In Europe after an
bread, but also to found s schcol of fiction which consider that a higher bid than one
a
bake
loaf
of
She
can't
Acquaintance begun in St. Louis durshe can give some character Imper shall teach the people the great eco which demanded of me something
ing the Louisiana Purchase exposition.
sonations that can't be beat, or she j nomlc truths in a guise which will more personal."
In this respect Signora Pfister Is a
very notable exception to a general
rule by which diplomats have selectbest to save them. The woman's body
MERCHANT TAILORING
ed American wives, as fully 00 per
was recovered and taken to the famwocharming
American
of
the
cent
- j
ily
which
is
a
settlehome,
in
little
men now presiding over diplomatic
ment near the Round mountain ranch UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
5
homes here or abroad were wooed and
RAILROAD
owned by Edward F. Hobart of Santa
AVENUE, O. BAMSB)
won, if not born and brought up In
Many
H
BINI,
people
on
Fe.
of
the
the
PROPRIETOR.
river.
Washington, where, despite a popular
including the Indians of the Idlefonso
impression to the contrary, the InterMy
pueblo,
for
bodies
the
of
searched
the
merchant tailoring shop Is upnational marriage is usually a most
two children, but up to. a late hour stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveM
tiappy one. Mme. Jusserand, wife of
Tuesday evening they had not been nue, where I solicit the patronage of
he ambassador from France, who was
first-clas- It
public.
M
the
All
recovered.
presumed
guaranteed
is
work
the
that
a Mlsa Richards of Boston, and the
current carried them down the river.
as I have had fifteen years' exOutside Building Orde Solicited and Work
Baroness Speck von Sternbnrg, wife
M
Duiango
perience
The woman's husband is at
In the business. Suits made
of the ambassador from Germany,
First-Clas- s.
to
at
work in the smelter and has been
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed, ana
Guaranteed
who was Mlsa Lily Langham of Louis- DIAMONDS ARE TO ADVANCE
notified of the great, misfortune that repaired. The specific I use will not H
ville. Ky., are conspicuous examples
, ABOUT
TWENTY PER CENT
has befallen him. The team of horses Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
of successful and happy American wo"
New
York. Oct. 25. Wholesale
was brouhgt to shore by Vigil, tifter also cleaned and walking skirts made m
Given.
N. M. $
men who have achieved great dis- dealers In the diamond trade are noto order. Give me a trial.
n Rio Grande Near San llde- - the accident.
tinction through their own personal tifying retail traders of an increase
'al
.
O. BAMBINI.
charm as neither was an heiress, and
the price of about 20 per cent.
Fording.
While
fonso
both married for love.
This has been caused by the De
COMING EVENTS
A Young Mother at 70.
Mme. Jusserand, by reason of her Beers Mining Co., who hold the
'
"My mother
Two Bodies Missing.
has suddenly been
lather's recent deah, will, be in world's monopoly, sending out unyoung at 70. Twenty years of
mourning this season, but the youth- favorable assortments.
syndi
October 29 aad 30 The Lonibardl made
The
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
ful baroness, who returned from Bev- cate which had annually declared
Orera company. (Italian.
her, until six
entirely
disabled
erly Falls. Mass., a few days ago, three or four advances did not do so
Clinton J. Randall, superintendent
November 6. Mahars's Minstrels.
taking
looks prettier than ever and fully able this year, but diamonds have been go- of the United States Indian training
November 8. My Friend From Ar- months ago, when she began
Electric Bitters which have complete
to maintain the dignity of her bus ing up just as fast At present the school, who spent Tuesday at the pu- kansas."
the
bands embassy, which, from every stones come in sizes, shapes and qual- eblo of San Idelfonso, twenty miles
November 14 The maid and the ly cured her and restored
strength and activity she had In the
point of view, is one of the most Im- ities that do not yield, on cutting, as
Mummy.
portant as well as one of toe most In former years. The sizes most north of Santa Fe, on the Rio Grande.
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L. GI1- November 15-- Uncle Josh.
reports that Monday afternoon at 4
imposing official residences in Wash' sought by Jewelers are from one-hal- f
patrick, of Danforth, Me. Greatest
26
Cabin.
Uncle
Tom's
November
iagton. Baron von Sternburg was at to one and a half carat. The diamond o'clock a woman by the name of Mrs.
restorative medicine on the globe.
That Albuquenpia is Blessed With Gas
City.
10
Holy
December
The
the time of his marriage, some four manufacturers say that they are get- Guadalupe Vigil Barros and her two.
Sets stomach, liver and klimeys
Triumphs.
14
King
December
of
rears ago, German consul general at ting many large stones. In clearing children were drowned wnue cross-cures
right,
purifies
blood
the
and
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
Calcutta, but bad previously served as of which there is much waste, and In the Itlo Grande near Idieronso.
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
secretary of the embassy in this city. that the proportion of stones with The woman's father was driving and
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price COc,
when ne was one of the close and flaws and cloudy spots, which must while crossing the river at tne ford Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al- Guaranteed by all druggists.
o
near friends of the then civil service be eliminated by cutting Is much lar the horses attached to the vehicle and
0
layed.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
commissioner and present President ger than formerly. Labor Is also In which Mrs. Barros and the two
0
The Intense Itching characteristic BREAD and take no other.
friendship
Theodore Roosevelt, a
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
children were seated, became frightbe higher.
dis
v
which exists unbroken to the present said to
ened and unmanageable. They upset of eczema, tetter and likeby skin
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
ec
baby
suffer from
applying
Don't let the
day.
the woman's body was eases is instantly allayed
the wneon
NTRODUCE
THE
MAY
any
itching
of the
zema. sores or
The Baroness Moncheur, wife of the
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
and she Chamberlain's Salve, and many
SIMPLIFIED SPELLING caught under tho wagon box The
two vere cases have been permanently skin. Doan's Ointment gives instant
minister from Belgium, and chatelaine
not extricate herself.
20. The committee
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
New
York,
Oct.
Perfectly
safe
of, one of the gayest and most hospita on studies
stream, curea ny us use. tor
aie oy an relief, cures quickly.
text books appointed children were swept down the did
it.
druggists
sell
All
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.
children.
for
aruggists.
ble legations in town, was Miss Char by the boardand
nts
grandfather
although
their
of this state
toue Clayton, daughter of the Hon rat yesterday ofin education
public
hearing
on
the
Powell Clayton, of Arkansas, at the
of Introducing the system
time of his daughter's marriage am question
simplified spelling into schools.
basgador to Mexico. The baroness, of
Today's business consisted of taking
who is considerably the Junior of her the names
of those interested in the
distinguished husband, is his second question who
'
,
h
wish to argue pro and
wife, the first Baroness Moncheur, al- con at
The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light and Power Go
hearings.
Judging
further
mo having been an American, a Miss
prominent
a
from
attendance
of
the
COftNKR 4th A NO GOLD
Holman of New York.
people in educational circles tho matMme. von Swlnderen, wife of the
ter Is likely to evoke considerable
minister from the Netherlands, is
When all arguments are
:typlcal Washlngtonian, who, as Miss discussion.
the committee will report
Elisabeth Glover, was one of the advanced
the state education board and it is
reigning belles of her native city when to
that immediate action will
her marriage to Queen Wilhelmlnai understood
be taken on this report.
minister took place Just two years
ago. The minister and Mme. Swlnd SCENE OF DRAMA LAID
eren are now abroad, where the latter
IN THE EARLY FIFTIE8
J
I
toss been received with distinguished
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
Green Bay, Wis., Oct. 25. A music
country.
attention in her husband's
al comedy drama entitled "The Sooth
EASY TO REACH.
Mme. Hauge, wife of the minister sayer" has been produced hero by the
from Norway, is another American, members of the
2
RELIEVES PAIN.
who made her first appearance at the club. The scene is laid within the
Norwegian court in the past season walls of old Fort Howard, when that
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
as the wife of a diplomat Mme. stronghold was In its prime in the
0
Hauce was before htr present mar- - early
CURES RHEUMATISM.
and to make the pro
Tiage Mrs. Frederick Joy of Louisville, ductlonfifties,
cos
possible
as
realistic
as
0
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.
Ky., and Bar Harbor.
Her marriage tumes of that period were
lent by the
to M. Hauge was the culmination of older inhabitants,
them
who
had
1
CURES DIABETES.
a summer romance at the Maine re- stored away as heirlooms. The cos
port, when the present mlnltiter was tuming
If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
0
INDIGESTION.
CURES
among
great
S'i
created
Interest
secretary of the dual legation of Norgame to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
the younger generation, who had an
way and Sweden.
CURES DROPSY.
0
opportunity of seeing bow their parensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonSenora Dona Constance Cazenove ents and grandpareuis
is conducive to the
in
were
of
life
recreation
outdoor
attired
and
amount
able
officorrect
and
is
4.e de Pastor the
2
health and strength, so does. a perfect laxative tend to one's
cial title of one of the summer's childhood.
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FIRST
headaches,
biliousness,
youngest and fairest of brides. Miss CHURCH AND STATE
of
constipation,
in
cases
improvement
tfcOKtanre I.e. of Baltimore, who Is
AT OUTS IN SPAIN
CLASS.
however, in selecting a laxative, to
etc. It is
the wire of the charge d'affaires of
Mldrld. Spain. Oct. 25. The conand excellence, like the ever pleasot
known
quality
one
choose
Knain. Senur IXmj Luis Pastor, one of flict between the church and state
ant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
the bent known of the youngt r diplo is constantly growing more tense.
8et Santa Fe Agent for round
mats, whose service in Washington The government having declined to
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectafter
rates, good for thirty days.
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unpleasant
any
ually, when a laxative is needed, without
.ill mil
in the ni ar future to be rewarded cation from the five bishops who re
organs,
internal
gently
on
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acts
and
the
effects,
as
it
Jiy promotion to the post of minister, cently met at Burgos and sent a letter
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
lr- - Grant Watson, wife of an at to the government violently protest
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
lar'i uf the British embassy, who ing against, the
move
with btT !:itk.l)and has been one of ment" will tonight seek an audience
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
lights at lnox during the with the king. It is understood that
Hie
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manuI past summer, was a Miss Low of New they will tell his majesty they will
I
of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
facture
lUtauMSNtoikwwsal
York, and jromises to be extremely call on the populace not to oley laws
met
with
their
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has
lopular with the younger married set wnicn violate tne rignts oi mo
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth conOf the Washington women abroad church.
rpon whom fate has bestowed liappl-iieain making purchases.
sidering
fame, and fortune, one of the NEW YORK PHYSICIANS
is
because of the fact that
It
Howard,
MEET AND FEAST
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Binghamtoii, X. Y., Oct. 25. Many
v i'e of the British ambassador at The
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
CHRISTIAN imOTIIEKS
ii'igur. ho was Miss KiKRs, daughter prominent physicians from all parts
has led to its use by so many millions of well
that
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e
banker of the of the state attended the celebration
i f ore nf the
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
National capital, and by years and ser" of the Broome County Historical SoEvery family should have a
quality or inferior reputation.
led to first place on the ros ciety centennial here yesterday.. There
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STOP! LISTEN!

FOR ARIZONA

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A

RANGE

FIVE-HOL-

$29.00
$26.00

WITH

Satford Family That Is Sure
of a Blue Ribbon-Fi- ne
Set
of Native Born Triplets.

CASH

EMMONS
J. Tho furniture
Man
.

WEIGHTS OF
REAU TO

J

BE

BOTH

PHONES

districts whore tho rate is U'Sr than
cents a mile, will he discontinued.
This means that round trip tickets

In
3

....

will very likely soon be a thing or the
past all over the country,

J. J. Collins, who has held the

sition of night wire chief for the

poSan-- I

ta Fe the past two years, has been
promoted to a trick In the dispatcher's
office at Winslow.
Me has a large
circle of friends that are glad to see
him.

ACCEPTED

W'
W. D, Lee, division superintendent

of the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad,

with headquarters at Alamosa, spent
Friday and Saturday in Santa Fe atEl Paso Weighing Bureau Will tending to railroad business and the
shipment of sheep to feeding grounds
Not Inspect Freight Bearing In the San Luis valley. He left for
Alamosa.

stamp of Association.
j

The El Paso weighing and inspect
ing railway bureau, a member of the
Arizona & New Mtxico weighing and
inspecting bureau, will no longer
weigh or Inspect any freight entering
that city that boars the stamp of the
Western Railway Weighing association. The order was Issued to take
effect the middle of this month.
Heretofore the El Paso weighing
and Inspecting bureau has Inspected
all pieces of freight that have come
to that city on any of the trains
whether or not they bore the stamp
of the Western association.
The dw regulation is said to have
been made for the sake of convenience
and to Bare double labor. By the Issuance of this order the Arizona & New
Mexico bureau recognizes the weight
and Inspection of the Western association and anything bearing that stamp
is not put on the scales or Inspected.
The Western association operates in
most of the territory between the Mississippi river and the Pacific coast
with the exception of Arizona and
New Mexico and the city of El Paso.
It ate extends Into Illinois and into
some of the territory east of the Mississippi. The Arizona and New Mexico bureau operates In the two territories aid in El Paso.
The bureaus are operated separately
from the railroad companies, although
the companies are the financial backers of them. The men In the employ
of the bureaus are changed about
from one place to another from time
to time so that their work may be as
Mnpartfal as possible.
A boat ten men are employed at the
El Paso freight offices and the new
regulation and weighing of the freight
bearing the stamp of the Western
is said to decrease the labor of
the inspectors In that city. As a
sequence it is said one of the inspectors may be let out.
m

A Chicago
22, says: On?

dispatch, dated October
thousand switch tenders
enirlojed la Chicago, a big per cent
of whom are crippled and Incapacitated for other work, completed the
organization of a union last night. Tho
men are paid a maximum of 55 a
month, and they declare that if they
refused to remain at their posts the
roads would be compelled to hire
men to do the work at much
higher wages. The new union has
been granted a charter by the International Switchmen's union and by
the American federation of labor.
m
m

able-bodie- d

The Winslow Mail says: II. S.
Wall, master mechanic, who has been
transferred to Needles, Cal.. In same
capacity, left on No. 1 Wednesday
morning. W. A. George, who succeeds
Mr. Wall, arftved from Needles Tuesday. Mr. George has held the position
of master mechanic at Needles for
sometime. During Mr. Wall's short
residence at Winslow he made many
friends and they regret his leaving.
We understand the engineers presented him with a gold watch main as
a tokea of friendship.

...

Toe T. H. Symington company have
secured the services of C. R. Naylor,
who for the past twelve years has
bee a in the mechanical department
f the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway, and is at present assistant
chief clerk to A. Lovell, superintendent of motive power of that system.
Mr. Naylor assumes his new duties
November I, und his headquarters
will be in the western sales office of
i he Symington
Co., Railway Exchange
Chicago.

,

Oliver P.
night fireman on
the switch engine at Winslow, while
oiling the release valves on the engine the other morning, fell from the
cylinder anil bail his left arm so bauiy
crushed that it was necessary to amputate It between the elbow and wrist.
He was taken to the I.os Angeles hospital. Mr. Messe is a young married
man and had recently arrived at Winslow from Williams; first working in
the round house as hostler helper.
se,

W. H. Scuttiorne of Phoenix has resigned his position as conductor on
the Santa Fe, Preseott & Phoenix, and
left yesterday for Denver, where he
will enter the service of the Denver
& Rio Grand Railroad company.
He
entered the service of the Santa Fe,
Preseott & Phoenix March 18, 1904,
as hrakenian, being advanced to the
1,
Hsition of conductor
February
1S'5, in which capacity he has since
served.

...

Four thousand shrep were loaded
Tuesday at Torrance for shipment via
'he Santa Fe Central railway to Santa F and thence over the i)enver &
Kio Grande railroad to the San Luis
valley.
The Santa Fe Central passenger train which arrived at Santa
Fe yesterday had several cars loaded
with sheep attached.
The Santa Fe
slock yard are a none of activity
these days and the pens are filled
with sheep almost constantly now.

.

Circulars have been issued bv the
railroads operating west of Pittsburg.
Pa., that beginning Novembtr 1. when
the new interstate rates become effective, the sale of round trip tickets

a

It is understood that mall clerks
will soon be Installed on the limited
trains, Nos. 3 and 4, and on No. 8,

the latter the early night train from
the west, east.bound. Formerly, mall
clerks operated on trains No. 7 and
No. 2.

S. B. Grimshaw, general manager
of the Santa Fe Centrnl' railway, re-

turned to Santa Fe from Torrance,
having been in charge of another
train load of sheep from the Estancia
valley.
m

Herman Schwelzer of the Harvey
curio system, left for the Grand Canyon last night and will remain there
for several days.
m

m

m
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A NOVEL EXHIBIT

There will very H.ely lie one exhibit at le.ist at the second annual
Arizona territorial fair which will not
be duplicated at any fair In the I'nlt-e- d
States this year. It is fully explained In the following letter received by Superintendent Clark:
"Sa fiord. Aris.. Oct. 18. l'Hlfi.
"Mr. Vernon I.. Clark, Phoenix. Ariz.
"Dear Sir I see by the Graham
Guardian that you are desirous ot
having every one who can, contribute
something to the making of the fair
a success. How would you like to
have something extraordinary in the
human family? 1 have three little
girls who are triplets and they will
be 8 years old the 10th of November,
and were born and raised in SafTord.
I will send you their picture.
I am
anxious to come to the fair and if all
is well I will come. Trusting the fair
will be a success, I am,
"Very truly yours.
"MRS. J. U FREEMAN."
The picture arrived with the letter, and it is a good one, says the
ever
Phoenix Republican. Nobody
saw three blighter faced littio girls.
They are all about the same size as
well as the same age, resemble each
other as much und even more than
twins usually do and all three appear
to be as husky and as healthy us any
children of that age. They are surely
an achievement for any mother to be
proud of und will be the pride of the
territory as soon as their presence at
the fair is known. Jt is sincerely-hopethat they will come, because of
the novelty and because they want to
and still moce because Arizona would
like to have such an important and
pleasing fact made known to the
world officially.

that Agent Hudson
at Gallup has resigned and will en- INVESTIGATING CONDITIONS
ON LAS VEGAS GRANT
gage in the banking business In CaliProf. J. J. Vernon, who fills the
fornia,
.
chair of agriculture In the territorial
Col. R. E. Twitchell, assistant at- Agricultural and Mechanic Arts coltorney in New Mexico for the Santa lege, has, during his stay of three
Fe road, is in the city from Las Vegas. days in the city, made a thorough investigation of the results attained by
Constipation causes headache, nau- the dry farmers hereabout, says the
Las Vegas Optic.
sea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitaHe has visited all of the leading
tion. Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
weaken the bowels and don't cure. farms in the neighborhood and has,
Doan's Regulets act gently and cure in many instances, secured pictures
your of dry farm products, which he will
constipation.
25 cents.
Ask
use to illustrate a bulletin soon to be
druggist.
published by the college. This bulleITALIAN BADLY
tin will treat fully of the experiments
BY
BEATEN
NEGROES made by the dry farmers in this part
An Italian named Frank Desantl of the territory.
was badly beaten up by two negro
Prof. Vernon Is well pleased with
companions sometime Thursday night the success achieved by Las Vegan
in the outskirts of Ruena Vista, says farmers,
and is enthusiastic over
the Raton Range. The negroes were
may be accomplished in the
Hess Reany, a Missouri Senegamblan, what
and a chocolate coon named Davis.
After beating their victim into uncon- ARIZONA CATTLE
sciousness they relieved him of about
GROWERS' CONVENTION
twenty dollars which he had upon his
The Arizona
Growers' conperson. Desantl remained where his vention will meetCattle
in Phoenix Novemassailants left him for some time but ber 14, during fair week, and continue
finally managed to stagger into town, three days. One question that will
where he gave the alarm. His head doubtless create considerable Interwas a mass of cuts and bruises.
est Is: "Shall the services of the AriOfficer C. E. Rulon soon had Reany zona rangers
be dispensed with?"
located and behind the bars, but Davis Many prominent cattle raisers are in
managed to hot foot it into the dis- favor of abolishing the ranger force
tance somewhere. Reany had a hearing on acount of the great expense to the
before Judge Bayne, and was bound taxpayers. Captain Thomas Rynning
over to the district court In the sum of the
Arizona rangers will be present
of r00.
In default of this he was and
organization against
defend
that
taken to the county Jail.
..... . .
1,
ItOnl-unuvnn .niai 1.iia.tr
lliauo MIJU11 11..
CiP'ai" Running's subject will be "In
A Badly Burned Girl
or boy, man or woman. Is quickly b?half ( the ran.Kr force an'' 8er- otit of nain if Buoklei.'s Arnic Salve v,le rendered in me past
Is applied promptly.
G. J. Welch of
OVERCOATS.
Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it In
Unredeemed
overcoats for sale
my family for cuts, sores and all cheap at Rosenfield's, the pawn brokskin injuries, and find It perfect." er the man you can trust.
Quikest pile cure known. Best healing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

at Reduced
Prices.

In almost every houre there is
a room that the hent from the
other stoves or furnace fails to
r.it ii. it ttiav i,e
room on
the "weather" side, or one liavine no heat
connection. It may be a cold lmllwnv. Ntittmi.
ter in what part of the house whether room or
hallway it can soon be made snug and cozy with a

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
"
BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
BJJ?
THEM
.N,ET;.y'E ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

11

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corner rirst 8trt0t and TUras Avena

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND 8 TREE T

(Equipped wl!h Smokeless Device)

Unlike ordinary oil heaters the Perfection gives satisfaction
h:wb.
nrsi and lorrmosi it is absolutely safe vou cannot
turn the wick too high or too low. Gives intense heat without
smoUe or smell becauie equipped with smokeless device.
wii ic ranuy cHiriru irom room to room. As easy
to oierate as a lamp. Ornamental as well as useful.
Ma.le in two finishes nickel and japan. Brass oil fount
beautifully embossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil and burns 9
i ui-iin a rertection OH Heater.
Every heater warranted. If not at your dealer's writ;; our
nearest ngency tor descriptive circular.

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

T
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u i"-f'- i

tor

j

ho""" '"'KM.

' - tamp
"ti IioumIioM

Givr.s o elf itr . icaily
liRllt. I'illr.l
itli latrst
improTK! Mirnrr. Ma.lr of brn tiirniigimnt ttml nlrVtl I '.mcil
kvt-rInnii. aarramril.
Unliable for llhrnrv, il.tiins-- room.'
parlor or
II nut at vour Mt alrr'a wrllr to nra-racenvy

J. KORBER

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

SAM'S

UNCLE

Glad That Mark Ha, It.
Mark Dodd, who has been suffering
a
with .felon on his finger, we are glad
to say, is recovering. Grant sbttrg
(Wis.) Journal.
Blood Poitonlna

results from chronic constipation,
which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They remove all
poisonous germs from the system and
infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
and colic, without griping or discomfort. 25c. Guaranteed by all drug
gists.

V,

1
iit-e-

1

KILL the COUGH
and CURE thi LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand
OLDS

E0o$1.00
Fret Trial.

Barest and UuicJcest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET SACK.

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

CO.,

&

ALBUQUERQUK, NEW MEXICO

WE FILL

BOYS

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NFXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE..

At Consistent
Prices

ARE ON THE RUN

j j

White House Restaurant and

THIRD STREET

Lodging House

MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

Meat Market

IN

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

It is rumored

o

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

n

The

THE

All Kinds of Freeh and

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

Stre.

MAUGER

W. E.

WOOL

315 South 8econd Street.
WINE8, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

Blocks From Postofflce.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

I

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

1

'

M.

TOTI A ORADI

A. SLEYSTER

7.

8alt Meats,

Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
Grain and Fuel.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY Fine Line of Imported Wines. Uqoor
and Cigars. Place your orders tea
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
this line with us
NORTH THIRD STREW
Automatic Telephone, 174.
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EMPLOrMENT ACCfcTS
WttalDlO GATUH
"MAKt TEMPTING OriXM

mi

it

San Francisco, Oct. 23. Soldiers
are deserting in large numbers. The
reason is employment agents do not
hesitate to lure men from Uncle Sam
by offers of big pav for small ser- vices.
Around the I'residio gates and ut
entrance to Kort. Mawm und other!
posts these enterprising gleaners of
men may be seen daily and heard to
paint to the $15 a month soldier the!
brighter side of civilian life as can
be had by working among the ruins.
These agents argue in this style- "Why do you want to work for the
government and he treated like a
child for $15 a month when you can
make $5 a day for simply loading a
few bricks on to a wagon: and then
you can get a Job any day for $5 a
day, sitting down and chipping
mortar off the bricks. There is no-- 1
body watching you and prodding you
in the back with a bayonet to see
mat you keep your head and shoul- ders straight.
"A soldier's life is a dog's life!
Why. man, you can get drunk and
Btay drunk, and w hen you get sober
you are not marched to a guard house!
and then set doing housemaids' work,
cleaning up the grounds and tidying
up the officers' quarters, who are
never sober half the time. Come
along and quit the blooming life of a
soldier boy."
The soldier is not "a thinking ani
mal,
lie listens to the voice of the,
charmer, and the first thing he does
is to desert, it Is all very well for,
j

'
'

j

M.

WALKER,

Em

riRB

INSURANCE.

.

Secretary Mutual Building Aseov
tlon. Office at 217 West R&lim
avenue.

the first few days. Uut the Boldicr
who has soldiered for any length of
If you want results in advertising
ln'e 18 childlike and bland. In other
wor('s. he is accustomed to being try an Evening Citizen want ad.
looke'l af,r. fed, clothed and nursed,
an1 'hough at first his new found lib- "r,y n"B 1,8 charms, he rapidly re-t,('"lK nmI "'arts
t. either to enlist
or KO lown ,ho l,aln wItl a
?ft
What
1,0,u" 1,8 hlti companion,
'Army officers were perplexed as to
do here. The ranks
w,mJ ,hey
weary
are belnS thinned at an alarming rate
"nl ,he an'horitles realize they am
fa,, face with a grave problem,

p

he

.vS

work!

T
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An Awful Cough

Curea.
"Two years ago our little girl had
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
wllh "n awful cough. She had spells
coughing, Just like one with the
whooping cough and some thought
she would not get well at all. We
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Jtenwdy, which acted like a charm.
She stopped coughing and got stout
and fat," wi iles Mrs. Ora liussard,
lirubaker, III. This remedy is for
Bale by a.l druggists,

thef

'Wllllurrm' Indian Pile
cure Mind,
and licUing
j'IIch. It ubHorlMtha tumors.
uiluya the ItutiliiKatoiicv, art
;mi DnuUfre. irivea iiiKlAtii
Uvt. Dr. V llllamu'liHliniil'iieOlnt-m'-n- t
Ei
lanrrnarcd for JH.
lt..h.
Inn of 1)10 privaui mru. Kery bo i
j)y irrilsia, hjr 11.11 i I on
wurriinim.
( cent
of rri'-- f
and I.IHi. WILLItkiS
ll'HUf ACTURING f).. 1'roiw.. O. velaTTd.
FOR SALE BY S. VANJS & SON.

OIIE

SDr.

r.

I

t

to

take

care

of

afcj

several fires.

RANKIN & CO,

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL, BSTATB.
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

I

H

"ull

And how

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
Hne and gas store repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, SoutT
Third street.

strange that people do
so, when modern HOT
WATER or STEAM

0. W. Strong's Sons

systems warm the house
THROUGHOUT

same amount

by the

STRONG BLOCK.

of coat
ordinarily burned by one
stove.

UNDERTAKERS

IDEAL Boilcra and
AMERICAN kadiatora.

Superintendents
Fairrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

STANDARD

PLUMBING
AND HEATING CO.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, sn
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Waf
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

and

MONUMENTS

18

261-21- 1

N. Seoond

i
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COME

its Location

PKI.EN IS

SOUTH Or" ALBUQL'EK-QrN. M
AT THE JUNCTION' OF TUB MAIN
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
VKST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
EAST AND
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 EASINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
31 MILKS

E.

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL I.ARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROU.ER
MILL, CAPACITY 1 50 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FIjOUR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TUS NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

ietoootoooootctootoo
1 0 OSrOSOSXXOS00OCOSX
K0

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Ks0CC0OessKS
K4K4K044K4K4K

A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVE I
WJ5 NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
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JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM".

M. BERGEP,

Sec'y.
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

VAI
DIDN'T KNOW THE

PERSONAL

11.

COUNTY WHERE

p. Martini, of Santa Ke. Is among

T may think j on can get
alonK very well with

Out A Ttlnnn hitf tf
yon will consider a moment you will
lemize uiai wnn a thoroughly good
plnno !n your home there Is musical
enjoyment for ou without end.
A good piano will make your home

iwice ns attractive, provide unlimited
'
lit; -.
,
.. ...
eld.
fnrnlckln..
..i..r-id"Hie luttsimoni
that has little depreciation because of
me nun rt'imuuion eacn maso we sen
enjoys, .
I u ti I,
it ..n m atfllA In
nff unit
......
... .....
,ii espetinlly
ing a piano any longer,
wheti there Is no reason under the
sua lor the delay?
Why should you delay?
-

the visitors to the Duke city.

IT OCCURRED

Allm-querqu- c.

1
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The Swell Coat bMhe Season
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Carl Voget and Valentino de
both of Cubeon. are In

.oughts for Shoe Buyers

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 190.

if

A swagger Style that is
enjoying a great meed of
-

popularity.

OF
A
VARIETY
GREAT
terriJ K Sheridan, of Silver City,
Into
came
COATS,
RANGING
SPLENDID
mines,
of
torial inspector
FROM BLACK OR GREY FAtown from northern Now Mexico last
Refuses to Serve as
nlgbt.
Romero
BRICS TO THE LIGHT
l Honor
m
T,.I horvtllua rtl tf.rmn
.
x-a
i .
iMirnnua
A meting of the Degree
i
FANCY PATTERNS
ox
V
Commissioner-Wilche
was held this afternoon at
have told you a.vain and again ihat
of Mrs. Ed. Johnson, 310 Ntst
may
payments
to
arranged
meet
be
Several dollars tie required to got a really good
Found Guilty.
your wishes. Net because of any
Silver avenue.
pair if shoes. If you pay too little you got trash and If
Conthe
of
society
Aid
doubt about tlie quality of tbe piano
The Ladles'
you mav: soiect. lor tnat n guaraiueea
gregational church will bold a busimi pay loo much you are paying for a name or a fart.
took
a
Garcia,
'
na'ive.
liv na
meeting at 3 o'clock this afterness
sell
prosecuting
Ve
a
witness
do not
' At this store we steer a middle course.
as
the
stand
parlors.
any other reason we
church
Is
In
If
the
noon
t
court this n ft "moon don't there
know of it, and if you will come
.,,f,irt:ihln home and Rood sal in ih. autrii five
Thla overcoat, known as The
Navajo
Indians
shoes so cheap Hint tlicy can not wear, nor do we ask
BE.iint the
lielleve
ary Is offered by party of young gent lor rl;fli u.,i tt ith stoalinu sin en he do In nml toll na what If a fdifficulty
Cavalier, is more snappy in
store.
shoe
reliable
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Is
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to
Apply
we
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clear
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will
able
Thia
be
fancy price?.
men to a good cook.
in
ntyle than any presented
not know what county
did
he
flared
m.
p.
8
awav.
John street between 6 and
many years. It is tne decided
HiWml ilieft was commii'eii in
tho
Come and see us.
why
go
shopping
you
When
next
favorite nf tho eason. It is
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hell, from He stated, however, that a sheep was not
call here and select the piano that
Dakota, are bete, and stolen fifteen or twuity mile
thoroughly genteel; yet very
from
North
Deslacs.
:
you
4
MENS DRESS SHOES ..
$2 50 ? OO
distinctive in lis lines.
will remain during the winter ns the the reservation near a flare called suits
Awaiting your call we are
Tii hack is a nlaln box effect.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Henry.
.
Canonclta.
1 75 to 3 OO
MEN'S WORK SHOES ..
respectfully,
cry
sharply cut in at the waist, with
Ac nnat nu he could nzill'C It Ollt
Goodman gave a dinner last
Charles
ANN,
&
LINDEM
I.KAKXARD
.
1 50 " 5 00
the skirts flared. In a H. S. &
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
night at Sturges' Cafe to a numlier of Canonclta is about fortv miles from
5ft fi West Gold Avenue
m overcoat, the style Is there
bis male friends. He is to be married A llillnnnnilll1
. 1 50 t'1
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers
3 50
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
to stay, by reason of the fact
From the tesinio.iy of tbe witness
this week to Miss llarbara HuuDen.
that all the fine points or tailor.
ii
that there was but a
1 00 "' 2 50
CHILDREN'S SHOES ...
James Bingham and Percy Hawley, single sheep stolen and there was
ing nrp hroueht out bv careful
&
bunt,
on
IV.
a
river
the
down
who were
end
"working In" of seams
in which the witness
play
gun
some
were
city,
iney
the
have returned to
edges.
Ratal!
Hri,ru,'i
and
Hu iierlured the Indians got
Wholal0
of
good
a
list
killing
very successful,
We have a hundred other styles.
the sheep and refused to allow him
ducks, quail and snipe.
some higher; some lower. Don't
on their land and recover it,
to
cotue
Hardy, of
huy your overcoat without, first
Charles Dicky and O.
jaw
warning him not to trespass.
S6.50
looking at ours.
Am.riran DlOrk
Guam, New Mexico, are visitors In
uhcen caso was taken up at i n
Tho
8.50
Albuquerque. They are employed by o'clock, immediately after the noon Hard Nut Coal
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
9.50
the American Lumber company at recess. Attorney lllcKey, in tne ar Larger Size
6.00
Guam. Mr. Dicky Is a time beeper for Ronci. nf Attorney General V. H. H. rinmottit r.m r.oum
$2.25
the comnnny.
who was to have come Green Mill Wood, per load
i
wTien purchased at F. Y. Trotter's
.ro
meeting of the down from Santa Fe and defend the Dry Mill wooa, per loaa
l
The
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